BOB VAN ANTWERP
CONDUCTS A

ASILOMAR

AT

CALLERS
COURSE
JULY 23-28, 1967

The demand for well trained qualified callers was never more evident than it is today.
In order to fill the needs of today's callers who are looking for training and help, Sets in
Order has designed a special short-course for callers which will run concurrently with its
mid-Summer Asilomar session. Director for the course which will be limited in size will
be Bob Van Antwerp who for years has conducted successful callers courses in Long
Beach, California. Assisting Bob in a series of hour-long lectures will be these outstanding leaders.

BRUCE JOHNSON • EARL JOHNSTON
• ARNIE KRONENBERGER
• MANNING SMITH • BOB OSGOOD
There will be an opportunity for practice, personal coaching, and constructive criticism.
In addition class members will have opportunities to attend some of the daytime workshops of the regular Asilomar session. You will also be able to attend and dance to the
calling of each of the Asilomar staff members. For your application and further information on the mid-Summer Asilomar callers institute, write to Sets in Order today.
ATTENTION ALL SQUARE DANCERS! For the square dance fun adventure of a lifetime,
you're invited to take part in the regular mid-Summer Asilomar. You'll enjoy morning
and afternoon workshops and evening party dances. There'll be after-parties, wonderful
meals, comfortable accommodations, and the most wonderful, friendly square dancers.
There's a special program for children of those attending the dance sessions.
If you're looking for the square dance vacation of your life, send for the free illustrated
brochure. Don't wait until it's too late. Attendance is limited to the number who can cornNt04114
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0
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fortably dance in beautiful Merrill Hall.

For information and brochure, write

Ots

462 North Robertson Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California 90048

From
The Floor
("From The Floor" is the Square dancer's opportunity
to take "pot shots" at "Sets in Order" or the Square
Dancing picture in general. Send your comments to the
Editor, "Sets in Order," giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters will be disregarded.)

Dear Editor:
May I say that as a new caller on this side
of the Atlantic—how much I enjoy S.I.O. for
all the valuable material there is inside? For
me personally the George Elliott Notebook
Section of the Workshop is by far the best
feature of a truly excellent book.
Dave Morton
Arnold, Nottingham, England
Dear Editor:
We have been following the Square Dance
Quiz in Sets in Order and decided such word
pictures would work well with our class. Each
time we teach a new basic we put another
word picture to represent it. We find the dancers get a big kick out of them and it helps
them to remember what they have learned.
Here are a few of ours.
Glenn and Roberta Hinton
Curtis, Nebr.

READ THIS BADGE ACROSS THE SET!

SUZY
JOHNSON
TOWN OR CLUB

85c
Name
Only
75c
Several
Colors

DESIGN BADGES $1.00
Send for brochure . . . FREE sample

SING - A - LONGS
Special Shape
or any State
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$1.25

JOHN SMITH
A DURABLE BADGE
OF A NEW PLASTIC . . ONLY

60c EACH

Frontier Whirl

Name & Town or Name Only

JOHN
JOHNSON
SAN PEDRO, CALIF.

Dear Editor:
It's exciting to read good material such as
the wonderful copy contained in Sets in Order
and most especially wonderful when it contains
articles about your very own square dance
club. This was the case in the November issue
(Please turn to page 42)
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Letter
Type
as
Shown
Only
Several
Colors

ALL BADGES SAFETY CLASP PIN
WE PAY POSTAGE

BLUE ENGRAVERS
315 SEVENTH ST., SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 90733
4% Safes Tax for Calif. orders

Check the dates — July 2.3 thru 28— 3

e records
PRESENTS

IF YOU'RE IN LOVE

Dottie & Jules Billard

A Beautiful Waltz done by well known
Choreographers to a familiar Melody,
"When You're in Love You'll Waltz"

If You're In Love/Centennial Roses Two-Step Scope No. 2
CENTENNIAL ROSES TWO STEP
A fun two-step written by the Hays'
and the Parks,' especially in honor of

CANADA'S CENTENNIAL
Earle & Jean Park
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Rounds—Scope No. 1
Carolyn (Waltz) / Fantasy (Two-step)
Frank & Carolyn /Edna & Gene Arnfield
Hamilton
Flip Inst. Scope No. 501
There's a Square Dance
Here Tonight written &
called by Jim Mayo.
— Scope's Roundance Advisor — Frank Hamilton —

R/D Choreographers are invited to submit material
P. 0.

BOX 64343 • LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90064

These records available at the dealers listed on pages 57 and 59
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' Square Dance
Date Book

May 4—Dudes 'n' Dolls Guest Caller Dance
Jerry's Roller Rink, Corbin, Ky.
May 4—Pre-Convention Warm-Up
Howey Rd. Armory, Columbus, Ohio
May 5-7-7th Ann. Spring Weekend—F/ &
S/D—East Hill Farm, Troy, N.H.
May 5-7-9th Annual Ohio SID Convention
Fair Grounds, Columbus, Ohio
May 5-7-20th Silver State S/D Festival
Reno, Nevada
May 6-26th Ann. Square Dance Festival
Pershing Audit., Lincoln, Nebr.
May 6-21st Ann. Central Dist. Jamboree
Fairgrounds Arena, Oklahoma City, Okla.
May 9—Green River Squarenaders 9th Anniv.
Monroe Jr. H.S. Gym, Green River, Wyo.
May 12-13—Yellowstone Council Magic City
Hoedown, Central H.S. Gym, Billings, Mont.
May 13—Westsyde Squares Centennial Dance
Geo. Pringle H.S., Westbank, B.C., Canada
May 13—Town & Country Swingers Centen.
Dance, High School, Port Elgin, Ont., Can.
May 13—Capital Squares 5th Ann. Cotillion
Florida State Univ., Tallahassee, Fla.
May 13—Centennials Club 6th Anniv. Dance
Kensler School, Wichita, Kansas
May 13-4th Ann. Grand Squares Dance,
Grant County Airport Corn.-Center, Moses
Lake, Wash.
May 14—Guest Caller Dance
Ranchland, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
May 15—Denver Council Fun 'n' Friendship
Frolic, Roller City West, Denver, Colo.
May 19—Tarry Squares Guest Caller Dance
Brookside School, Ossining, N.Y.
May 19-20—Houston Council 1967 Festival
Sam Houston Colis., Houston, Texas
May 19-20—Missoula 1967 Festival
Sentinel High Gym, Missoula, Mont.
May 19-21-7th Ann. Timberline Party
Mountain Lake House, Marshalls Creek, Pa.
May 19-22—Frankie & Johnny's Campout
Weekend, Port Glasgow, Ont., Canada
May 20—Tule Twirlers Anniversary Dance
American Legion Hall, Portersville, Calif.
May 20-2nd 4-Star S/D Festival
YMCA, Lynchburg, Va.

(Please turn to page 62)
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CONTRA
If you weren't taking Sets in Order in 1960,
or if you don't want to cut up your file,
you'll be glad to know that Sets has permitted us to reprint Don Armstrong's four articles on Contras that appeared in Sets that
year, in a single handy little pamphlet.
It's perfect for the caller who hasn't time to
read a big book.
Write to us for details.

74;
1141A)YD SHAW EUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 203, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

CALLER'S
MATERIAL AVAILABLE
$1.00
$1.00
$3.00
$3.00
.$7.50

Revised Figures and Terms
Caller's Roster (1966-67)
Training Manual
Caiier's Guide
Subscriber Membership
Calif. add 4% sales tax

Order from

Square Dance Callers Assn. of So. Calif.
P.O. Box 1024, South Gate, California 90280
SearetiLITE REFLECTIVE

Square Dance Figures
Will fit on all late model car bumpers

Bumper Size
ONLY
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SIZE

75

4 COLORS—RED, GREEN,
GOLD & SILVER
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SINGING CALLS 1

KWALIGH—Top 25142
Key: 2 keys
Tempo: 126
Range: High HC
Caller: Ray Bohn
Low LA
Music: Western 2/ 4—Piano, Trumpet, Drums, Bass,
Clarinet
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies promenade inside — dosa-do — swing — circle left half way — allemande — weave — swing — promenade. (Figure) Sides (heads) promenade half way — heads
(sides) do-sa-do — half square thru — split two
to line — pass thru — centers arch — ends turn
in — square thru three quarter — allemande —
do-sa-do — corner swing — promenade.
Comment: Good music & novelty tune. The dance
is well written and uses interesting lyrics.
Rating: **
THERE'S A SQUARE DANCE HERE TONIGHT
Scope 501*
Key: C
Tempo: 125
Range: High HC
Caller: Jim Mayo
Low LC
Music: Western 2/ 4
Clarinet, Piano, Drums,
Bass, Vibes, Banjo
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Good danceable music with a tune that
has a folk flavor. Dance patterns are well written and well timed.
Rating:
—

**

TRAVEL ON — Top 25139
Key: F
Tempo: 130
Range: High HB
Caller: Herb Keys
Low LC
Music: Western 2/4 — Accordion, Clarinet, Banjo,
Drums, Bass, Piano
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — circle — allemande — allemande thar — shoot star — turn

(Reviews continued on page

At your dealers—or write

.56)

LOCAL SQUARE PRINTERS
4618 Cass St., San Diego, Calif. 92109

FREE CATALOG
Send for colorful 96-page catalog!

HF
HE
HD
H
HB
HA
LG
LF
LE
D
_Lc
LB
-LA
EL G
ELF

HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORTS
Each report gives an analysis of the record
and the dance. The shaded area in the
chart indicates the voice range used by
most recording companies. By comparing
the voice range letters in each analysis
with those on the chart, you should be
able to determine the record's suitability
to your voice, Occasionally a report will
be starred (f.-) in which case you will find
the calls reproduced in the Workshop section of the same issue.
Some of the square dance records reported will have
rating symbols at the end of the "Comment" section.
These represent the opinion of the reviewing committee.
Symbols used indicate as follows: -i-:\-Average, **Above
Average, **-71. Exceptional, ****Outstanding.
..

-

Matching Square Dance Outfits,
Slippers, Boots, Dresses, Accessories.
Complete Western Wear.
Dept. S
62 E. 2nd So.
SINCE 1914

RANCHWEAR
6

Salt Lake City,
Utah 84111
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NOTE: If you get a notice to renew your subscription and you've already
sent in your renewal—PLEASE, just ignore the notice. The mailing is automatic and sometimes it gets sent out before we can stop it. Thank you.

IMPORTANT!
NOTICE TO ALL SIO SUBSCRIBERS
T his is Jane. Jane is a square dancer. Jane is also the SIO subscription lady
I who tries to keep everybody happy. You can tell by looking at Jane that
her job is not an easy one. The reason is that everyone blames Jane if a
copy of SIO is late or lost in the mail. Actually, even though Jane does a lot

of worrying about it—the problem is not always hers. Take the February
issue, for instance. Now a lot of you didn't get yours. And you wrote. And
you said to Jane "#$%0&*(&0%. Where's our February issue of Sets in
Order with all that super dandy stuff printed in it ... How come you didn't
send us our copy?" Well, sir and ma'am we've been checking and as near as
we can tell, every single subscriber copy of SIO went out in the mail that
month, just as always. The storms in the eastern part of the U.S. caused
some of the problems and the post office people tell us they hope to get
it all straightened up real soon. We sincerely hope so.
BUT YOU KNOW, that brings up a thought. You can help us with this subscription business.
(1) If you renew when you get the tenth issue of your subscription (that's when we send out
the first renewal notice) you shouldn't miss a single issue. (2) if you send in your renewal and
keep getting renewal notices just ignore them—they just crossed in the mail. Your best way
of knowing that your renewal has been processed is if your cancelled check comes in from
the bank. (3) If you rate a premium record with your renewal and would like us to send it to
you—then PLEASE indicate that you want a premium and, WHICH ONE YOU WANT. If no particular premium is indicated we just figure that you don't want one. (4) Also, please note. Our
1967 LP premium record features the calling of 12 callers. You can dance to this one. The 3
Hoedown records are for callers. They have music but no calling. if you want to do the calling
then you order these. And, please be patient. It may take six weeks before you get your
premium.
FINALLY, our Jane in the subscription department has one BIG job. She can't always stop
and write a letter but she does check to make sure that whatever went wrong is corrected,
whether it's just adding a ZIP code, changing an address or trying to figure out why you got
three copies of February but no January. Please help us keep Jane happy. We'd be lost if
she left.

CANADIANS—Don't Give Up! All your premium records are
now being manufactured in Canada. There has been a temporary delay in production so thank you for your patience.

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO FIND YOURSELF
IN A SQUARE.....IN AUSTRALIA?
IT'S POSSIBLE. You can be one of a group heading for the South Pacific
with other square dancers on one of the most fantastic square dance adventures
imaginable. Just think what fun it would be to board your jet in Los Angeles and
in minutes be winging your way out across the Pacific to the storybook islands of
Tahiti and Fiji. Native feasts complete with dancing, lazy days on tropical
beaches, sightseeing through fabulous tropical forests and across blue lagoons,
and all this only a starter.
Then off with your square dance friends for a never-to-be-forgotten week in
Australia. Of course there'll be koala bears and kangaroos and even a trip "out
back" to a sheep ranch and magnificent views of some of Australia's modern
cities. But the highlight you'll always remember will be your square dance evening with newfound Australian friends. And then there will be New Zealand and
another square dance at Christchurch and a trip to the glacier country around
Mount Cook. You'll visit the Maoris, see native villages, and view a good portion
of both the north and south islands.
All of this is described in a detailed itinerary. Perhaps you may have seen your
copy in the April issue of Sets in Order. If you'd like a copy for yourself or additional ones for friends, drop us a note.
There will be two identical tours:
The 1967 tour, Nov. 3 to 29. With Don and Marie Armstrong, tour escorts.
The 1968 tour, March 8 through April 3. With Bob and Becky Osgood and
Bob and Roberta Van Antwerp as tour escorts.

AIR
NEW ZEALAND
Imairra FRENCH
U 111 AIRLINES

For free illustrated brochure please write
SOUTH PACIFIC HOLIDAY
462 North Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90048
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"Whipped cream" material fashions this lovely
party gown worn by Angela Shadduck of the
Rounders Club in Los Angeles, California. Dots
are orchid and blue against white and the nylon
organdy trim on neck-ruffle and 5-tiered skirt
picks up the orchid color. The puffed sleeves
are emphasized by the addition of pellon.
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NTRODUCING
A
COMPLETELY
NEW
CONCEPT
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in teaching
WESTERN STYLE

SQUARE DANCING
• For years teachers have been searching for a fool-proof method of introducing
this wonderful activity to young people in the schools. Available methods were
either sadly out of style or they required the teacher to first become a competent
authority on the subject. At last we bring you a completely new concept in presenting the correct style of square dancing in an exciting and simplified package.
You'll have your people actually dancing within the first few minutes. With the
help of an extremely simple set of instructions and a high quality 12" long playing record you can take a group of sixteen or sixty or more and have them dancing
true Western-style square dancing in their very first exposure. The student's enthusiasm grows from the initial lesson. The influence of well-recorded, up-to-date
music (not "corny" or "hillbilly") and recorded calls that anyone can understand
will encourage everyone to want to square dance.
Creators of this method of teaching are Bob Ruff and Jack Murtha. Both are
accomplished square dance callers and teachers. Both are actively involved in
education in the schools. You'll find that this special record-book will be the
answer to your summer dancing needs. Also, anyone interested in becoming a
caller and teaching beginners this next Fall will find this album an excellent
source book. Price, complete $5.95 at your dealers.
For free descriptive information please write
The Official Magazine of Square Dancing
462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90048
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not long ago to be at
a meeting of representatives of some
70 different square dance clubs and we
couldn't help but be agreeably surprised at their
serious concern over the ". . . apparent damage
caused by the unrestricted use of new, nondescriptive basics . . ." We say that we were
agreeably surprised because this was a gathering
of dancer-leaders and these folks seemed dedicated to do something about the situation—now!
The reaction, of course, was indicative of the
feelings of dancers and dancer-leaders, not just
in one area but in parts of the midwest, in
Canada, the New England states, and in many
other places we've visited or where folks have
written us about the gravity of the situation.
The story is not a new one. We've been discussing it here on these pages for several years.
What it boils down to is simply this: there is too
much emphasis on new non-descriptive material,
with the result that dancers who cannot get out
to dance with great enough frequency fall behind, are embarrassed, and ultimately drop out
of the activity.
Let's take this one step further and actually
pin down what they may mean by new material.
We feel that they refer to new language. Everyone enjoys variety. Not everyone wants to dance
the same old dances all the time—and so the need
for variety is not the culprit. It's how this need
is interpreted.
Every month there are new singing calls being
written and released on records. If the caller uses
one of these and if you find it a nice figure to a
toe-tapping tune, great! You have your variety.
Suppose that by using just the names of basics
you already know, your caller blends three
movements into one satisfying composite. If you
are able to follow all three, you are flattered.
The caller has complimented you by leading
you through an extremely difficult combination
of maneuvers. You have proved that because you
know where each of these movements starts and
E HAD AN OCCASION
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stops so you are properly set for each subsequent new call, that you are a competent
dancer.
This is challenge — both for the caller and for
the dancer. It requires a great deal of ability for
a caller to plan ahead those movements that will
work in this way. It takes real ability on the part
of the dancer not only to listen to each call but
to retain it and to execute it properly in time
with the music and in the proper sequence in
which it is given.
Now, let's suppose that the caller takes these
same three standard basic movements and gives
them a name. Let's say he calls it "Slipinthegrease." What has he accomplished? For one
thing he's given himself one call rather than
three. More significant, however, is the fact
that while you could quite ably do each of the
three standard basics if called by their familiar titles, now you must commit an entire routine, plus a new term, to memory.
With those movements that are already
known as basics, there is unlimited variety in the
number of combinations that can be composed.
Without adding another new term, there is sufficient ammunition for any inventive composer
to work with indefinitely. This, of course, is the

challenge.
Not everyone can choreograph material so
that it is a pleasure to dance. Not everyone has
the ability to tie suitable music and flowing patterns together. Achieving this ability should be
a goal to be aimed for by every dedicated caller.
Those with vision see a time when there will
be just so many basics for a person to learn—a

time when the language of square dancing will
not be added to. Once this language is absorbed
during a learner's course, it will be set in the
mind of the dancer. This will be the time when
a person can learn all of these phrases once and
for all time and then be allowed to enjoy him-

self, dancing.
New language is a crutch. It does not in itself
constitute challenge. Anyone can take two or
more existing basics, put them together, and give
them a new name.
11

TAKING THE FIRST STEP
After reading all of this someone is bound to come up and say that Sets in Order
wants to eliminate all new material. This most emphatically is not the case. It's the
non-descriptive terminology that we would hope to abolish. The creative ability of the
callers to use existing basic terminology is what we hope to see developed. We realize,
of course, that new terminology is not the only problem that must be solved. Roughness, lack of correct styling, excessive speed, rat-race, and lack of friendliness are all
our targets. But this is our starting point.
Not everyone can take the time necessary to
learn every new term that comes out. If you
have fifty people, and each one creates a new
movement and gives it a new name, they are
simply throwing impediments in the path of the
person who came to dance and doesn't have the
time or doesn't want to take the time to stop
and learn each one. And yet, if he dances frequently, he's bound to find that with fifty to
choose from, the callers he visits will not all be
introducing the same movement.
There seems to be no way to control this
though callers associations in some areas have
tried by introducing one new "approved" term
each month. Other new terms "leak" in, and a
dancer could be faced with the prospect of one
new term to memorize each time he goes out to
dance.
"Let them dance" is a slogan that could well
become the motto of every caller. And we're not
talking about "Bird in the Cage." We're referring to dancing which can get just as difficult
and just as challenging as anyone would want —
but not with the artificial challenge that comes
from inventing new terms.
The callers to be congratulated are those who
can use simple English together with a vocabularly of already existing basics and come out
with almost any combination you could hope for.
This knack of calling takes practice. It doesn't
come easily and not everyone can master it. It is,
however, the mark of a professional who can
control the movements of a group of dancers
without having to invent a new movement with
a brand new name which must be memorized
before it can be enjoyed.
Somebody once said that square dancing is a
paradox because it's the only activity where folks
try hard to sell new people on coming in and
then invent hurdles to get them to drop out. No
phase of square dancing does more to discourage a dancer than the needless addition of new
terms. And, bear this in mind, we're not just talking about poor movements— we're referring to
all new non-descriptive language which adds
12

one more hurdle for the dancer.
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*

First, for purposes of establishing a starting
point, we would like to suggest that the square
dance activity be theoretically divided into these
major areas : ( 1) The One-Night-Stand or the
purely recreational square dance which utilizes
plain English which anyone can follow and
which can be taught in just a few minutes; (2)
A Limited Basics Square Dance Program for
the square dancer who wishes to dance regularly but only 3 or 4 times each month and for
whom a list of twenty basics would be adequate; (3) A Full Program Utilizing Existing
Basics for the enthusiastic dancer who may be
able to dance two or more times each week
and who will attend a full learner's course and
absorb all of the accepted basic movements.
Finally, (4) Exploratory Dancing for the person who has an unlimited amount of time and
energy to devote to workshops where the experimental movements are tried out.
Of the four categories, number one will reach
the greatest number of people. It is possible that
it will, at one time or another, touch a good fifty
per cent of the population. The second, or limited basics group will appeal to many people
who do not have a place in the program as it is
today. The full basics group represented in the
third category, will draw those with the time to
devote to several active clubs. The fourth or
exploratory group may be of primary interest to
callers.
In addition, groups should be set aside for
Teaching Square Dancing in the Schools and
for Research and Tradition.
Second, we'd like to propose this as a solution
to the language problem : Let's consider adopting a list of basics— and not add to it. Let's go
with this list for a certain period of time and
then, if there are changes — old movements to
drop, or new ones to add—let's take the action
at the end of that time. And then, let's hold off
on any new language.
In lieu of the constant new language, let's
SETS in ORDER, MAY, '67

teach callers how to get variety from the existing basics. Let's encourage callers' groups,
schools and colleges, to sponsor institutes where
leaders among the callers may teach others how
to be resourceful and how to develop calls without having to stoop to the invention of new
names. Let's develop tools to help the callers—
books with course outlines—collections of calls
that fit each category— and incentives to help
encourage all callers to participate. And let us
find a way to instill the need for all of this in
the minds of our dancer organizations.
* * *
To those who are going to scream, "Lack of
progress — you're going to stifle the activity without the new . ," let us make this one thing
clear. We do need fresh good new material. New
singing calls, new patter calls, new rounds will
probably always be with us. A great number of
the most popular singing call records have been
created to the already existing basics. Many
would surprise you with their simplicity, and
yet their popularity results from the intelligent
combining of compatible movements already in
existence. We can have all the new, danceable
material anyone will need, without resorting to
new terms.
How is all of this going to work? You may
say: "Callers would never agree to leave the
experimental stuff alone or relegate it just to the
small workshops."
Don't be too sure! A caller wants to please.
If he feels that what you desire is a program
dedicated to keeping the greatest majority of
dancers in the activity, he'll be for you 100%.
However, if he gets the feeling that the only way
to please you is to call the latest and the most
non-descriptive material, then that's something

else again.
If dancers want a program that will be built
around a standard list of basics, and this is discussed with the caller, there's a good chance that
he'll go along with you. However, if you don't
stand behind him on this or if you instead support another caller who is openly using every
new invention "hot off the teletype," then you
may be out of luck.
If you expect your caller to cooperate in a
project that he knows will be a benefit to the
club and to square dancing in general—then you
must support him. This holds true with traveling
callers coming into the area just as it does with
the local boys. You must work it out — caller and
dancer—together!
What Now?

We have asked a number of outstanding leaders in specialized fields of square dancing to help
develop the several section plan we mentioned
earlier. Next month we will list their names and
develop this idea a step further.
It is our intention that a set of guidelines will
result from all of this that will lead the way to
a healthy future. There will be aims and goals
for callers and dancer groups, lesson plans and
collections of materials for the caller-teachers.
A multi-point program, of which this is point
one, will also be presented.
If you feel, as do hundreds of thousands of
others like you, that now is the time for square
dancing to come of age, then help us by taking
a positive stand where these projects are concerned.
There is no attempt now, nor will there be
in the future, to glorify any individuals, groups
or any organization. This will be a "labor of love"
on the part of all involved.

Those Not Involved

It may well be that you feel that all of this is not necessary, and you may be right!
If in your area there are no drop-outs; if a person can leave the activity for eight or
nine months and then come back and pick up where he left off, and if there is a place
for everyone to dance whether he wants to be active only twice each month or seven
times each week—then you're in good shape. If 10% of the people in your area do some
square dancing, and if there is a good program in the schools, and if there is no dissension within square dance ranks, then doubtless you and your area would be wise to
consider no change.
However, if you feel that your area could do better; if you would like to see a greater
percentage of the local population active in one phase of square dancing or another,
then perhaps some of the results of this program will prove helpful.
We predict no miracles. We do see the need of a positive approach, and as some of
the findings of the various committees are published, we hope that you will look upon
the idea that they might just possibly be what your area has been looking for.—Editor
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The Sets in Order Foundation takes pride in
announcing that the Silver Spur Award has
been presented

To Ed Gilmore

of Yucaipa, California
and tireless devotion which
have led so many thousands into a greater appreciation of this activity—

uOR YOUR INSPIRATION

r

For the training you have given to hundreds of
callers through your various institutes during the
past 17 years —
For the courage you have shown in setting the
guidelines for others to follow in helping to perpetuate and promote this great activity—this Silver
Spur is proudly presented.
For your unselfishness and tireless adherence to the
principles you believe in, a grateful square dancing
world says "Thank you, Ed."
THE SETS IN ORDER FOUNDATION
speaking for
THE SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICA.

recipient of the sixth Silver Spur to be presented by
E The Sets in Order Foundation, is truly a square dance pioneer.
He started square dancing in 1946 and slightly more than a year
later was actively involved in teaching and calling. In 1949 he conducted his first caller's school, and since that time has presented
hundreds of caller's workshops, many of them in leading universities and colleges throughout the nation. Ed's "original home club,"
the Yucaipa Square Dance Club, celebrated 19 years of dancing
this past February. Still active are some of the original charter
members and every one of the club's past prsidents. In saluting
Ed, we indeed pay tribute to his wife and inspiration, Dru.
-r

D GILMORE,

LIFT
and

USE
T

a month that goes by that
we don't find ourselves designing a post
card, a flyer, or a poster to tell club members
about some coming square dance event. Invariably these homespun masterpieces that we all
get involved in could benefit from a bit of
appropriate artwork. Here are some ideas from
Sets in Order artists . Feel free to use them
in your club Newsletter or in any of your
membership reminders — another Sets in Order
at-your-service project.
HERE IS HARDLY
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THE DANCER'S

The INDIVIDUAL DANCER
and bachelorettes,
whatever title they go by, there are quite a
number of "individual" square dancers. Some
have regular dancing partners; some go it
alone. All generally are interested in learning
what others in their position are doing to insure
their place in the square dance activity.
Here is a brief report on what is happening
in California.
For many months, several single people in
the State have been desirous of forming a statewide square dance club with the main purpose
of having one large, centrally located square
dance each year just for the single dancers.
This resulted in the formation of the California
Single Squares in Merced, California, last September.
The first annual dance will be held the 20th
of this month in Bakersfield and will feature

S

INGLES, SOLOS, BACHELORS

eight different callers representing almost as
many different areas.
A small 1" x 1", red and white badge, has
been designed. The State of California is featured in the lower left corner and at each
yearly dance the appropriate number will be
added within the State's outline. The club letters C S S are across the center of the badge
and the bear of California is in the upper righthand corner. No name appears on the badge as
it is designed to be worn with a person's local
club badge.
In addition to this annual dance, the California Single Squares intend to put out a booklet listing all member clubs with their dance
nights, special activities and locations so that
all single square dancers will be able to keep
tab on these particular events.
If you're interested in learning more about
this activity, drop a note to Milton Saunders,
2715 D Street, Apt. 7, Sacramento, California.

A Square Dance Quiz
This month's picto-gram presents one wellknown, widely-used square dance term, while
the second picture portrays an experimental
figure which appeared briefly on the square

dance horizon. It may require a bit of thinking
to unscramble these two pictures of Bernard
and Jake Smith of Southfield, Michigan. Don't
look now, but the answers are printed below.'
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Thanks to Bernard and Jake Smith
of Southfield, Michigan
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IDEAS FOR THE SQUARE DANCE

INITIATION CEREMONY
I

1964, Sets in Order printed a
lovely square dance initiation ceremony for
new club members as developed by the Gingham Squares of South San Francisco. In a recent letter from the Allemanders of Satellite
Beach, Florida, we were reminded of this particular idea when they sent us their version of
this same ceremony.
While the language is largely the original
wording of the Gingham Squares, the procedure has been revised to meet the needs of the
Allemanders. And so with a bow of thanks to
both clubs, and with the knowledge that many
readers of Sets in Order are new since 1964,
we present this Candlelight Ceremony for initiating class graduates and new club members.
The Allemanders place a card table in the
center of the hall with a large diameter candle
at each corner. All prospective members form
a semi-circle around the table and face the
President of the club who acts as narrator. The
President's taw lights the candles at the appropriate time. A copy of the Square Dancer's
Pledge which appears in SIG's Indoctrination
Handbook is placed on the table where the
inductees can easily read it aloud during the
ceremony. Appropriate background music is
played.
The program begins.
"You have accepted the Allemander's invitation to join our club. As you know, the interlocking squares are symbolic of square dancers.
Would you interlock elbows please? It now
becomes necessary for you to embark on an
imaginary journey to the 4 corners of the
square.
, will you ignite the Flame of Friendliness for them? Square dancing is a common
bond between us as friends. Wherever you
shall visit or whoever shall visit us, never let
it be said that you were not friendly. As a
token of your visit to this corner of the square
you will receive your club badge from our club
officers (and members of last year's class).
N FEBRUARY

CG

"We hope that in accepting membership in
the Allemanders, you will also accept the
Square Dancers' Pledge, which is in front of
you. Would you please read this together with
me?
" 'With all my ability I will do my best to
help keep square dancing the enjoyable, wholesome, friendly and inspiring activity I know it
to be. This I pledge in the sincere desire that
it may grow naturally and unexploited in the
coming years, and be available to all those who
seek the opportunity for Friendship, Fun and
Harmony— through Square Dancing.'
"You will continue on your imaginary journey to the second corner of the square, where
will ignite the Flame of Duty for you.
As a child needs love, a tree needs water, so
does a square dance club need faithful members and willing workers. When you are asked
to serve in any capacity, please accept, if at all
possible, and never let it be said that you
shirked your duty or refused to serve. May you
and those who follow you keep the Flame of
Duty burning brightly so that everyone may
share in the work as well as the fun.
"It is now time to ignite the Flame of Democracy. As our forefathers have done, so do we
do the greatest good for the greatest number.
It becomes your duty and privilege to offer
ideas and suggestions to your officers and to
attend our business meetings on the
of
every month. May you keep the Flame of
Democracy burning brightly.
"You now depart for your journey's end as
the Flame of Fun is lighted. To achieve your
purpose of uniting with us, a high level of
dancing enjoyment should be your goal. With
this goal in sight, our common bond as friends
can be a source of good fun. I now ask you to
give me something—the sound of a square
dancer,having fun.
"Now your imaginary journey is completed,
but your real journey as a club member is just
beginning. Welcome to the Allemanders."
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SPRINGTIME
REFRESHMENTS
has much to do when
tempting the palate with food. Why not
make your refreshment table this month a delight to both vision and taste?
Fruits are beginning to be abundant in the
markets. What kind, of course, depends on
where you live. And if by chance your particular area is still waiting for a bigger and better
selection, just put this column aside for a few
weeks.
For a change of pace, away from the
cookies, cakes and donuts, arrange a large tray
or bowl with as many different kinds of fruit
as you can find—hopefully being able to select
ones you can peel and prepare ahead of time.
A few drops of lemon juice squeezed on bananas, pears, etc. will keep them from turning
brown. Use good, air-tight plastic bags to keep
fruit fresh and for easy, last-minute, no problem arranging.
If you can buy pineapples, remove the tops
and cut out the centers (reserving the fruit for
part of your edibles) and then fill these shells
with your choice of salad dressing. Provide
paper plates and forks and your dancers will
take it from there. Happy and pretty eating.

T

HEY SAY THE EYE

BADGE OF THE MONTH

VALLEY SQUARES
NEWAYGO, M ICH .

_5-

KEN
HINDES
A hand-painted, full-color picture depicts the locale of the Valley Squares of
Newaygo, Michigan. A scene reminiscent
of the hills on either side of the community with the White River flowing
through the valley and Christmas trees
(one of Michigan's top products) on the
sides of the mountains makes this club
badge an unusually colorful selection.
After each badge is painted and the
dancer's name lettered on, it is sealed in
plastic and the necessary pin affixed to
the back.

A SQUARE DANCE BANNER
producing a club banner to represent them when they go
traveling as well as to hang at their home
dances. Often such banners duplicate the club
badge.
Here is an interesting version of the club
banner—a class banner.
The Twirling Bees Club dance in Baldwinsville, New York, and are currently sponsoring a
class. The learners decided to call themselves

M

ANY CLUBS ENJOY

The Twirling Bees'
Banner

the Will Bees, indicating they were looking
forward to bee-coming Twirling Bees when
they graduate.
A most delightful banner was produced with
the class name and several bees in various
states of enjoyment and confusion dancing atop
a record. That's caller-teacher Gus Greene with
the megaphone and the stinger substituting for
the normal phonograph needle.

The WALKTHRU

SOME HELPFUL

OBSERVATIONS:

"DO NOTS11
• An unsuccessful square dance festival, convention, etc. may not necessarily be a poorlyattended one. There are other elements which
enter into the culminating event which can,
when all the shouting is over, have put square
dancing back considerably. During the past
year a convention took place in our land which,
deplorably, had several of these elements and,
altho' several thousands of people were in attendance, could not be said to have advanced
the square dance movement one iota.
To be specific, here are some of the areas
at fault. Local newspaper coverage was poor;
someone could have been detailed to just this
phase so that the townspeople would have
known what was going on. A large sign used
to publicize events at the hall where the big
dance took place, DID NOT carry any notice
of the dancing going on inside. Neither did the
headquarters hotel for the occasion recognize
the square dancers on their sign.
On the dance grounds themselves, several
buildings were used and there were NO identifying directional signs which pointed the
square dancers from one building to another.
Panels were poorly publicized among the danc-

FOR THE BIG
SQUARE DANCE

ers and those appearing on the panels were
given very short notice to prepare their material. Some panel rooms were dirty and illlighted.
Programming of callers was not selective,
names seeming to have been flung hit or miss
into the various time slots so that even in the
evening some of the less experienced callers
were on the program. As someone put it,
"There were so many callers on the stage at
one time, even while a tip was in progress, that
it distracted the dancers and created the impression that this was a callers' convention!"
As to the callers themselves, some of the
flamboyant costumes worn by them were
thought to do irreparable harm to the image
of square dancing. Some of the violently-hued
pseudo "western" rigs would have the effect of
permanently discouraging non-dancing spectators from having a thing to do with square
dancing.
Much thought and good taste should go into
the planning of any big square dance event. It
will make its mark one way or another and all
of those who love square dancing for its best
qualities want to see their hobby prosper rather
than falter.

SQUARE DANCE PARTY FUN
Slim Allen of Des Moines, Iowa, has sent in
a mathematical teaser which can easily substitute humans for the pennies usually used
when seeking the solution.
You'll need a bit of floor space and ten people—men and/or women. Stand them in lines
of 4, 3, 2 and 1 to make a triangle. In three
moves change the direction of your triangle so
that it points the opposite way.
We'll give the solution next month although
you shouldn't have too much trouble figuring
20
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Another Human Puzzle

out this one. We must admit, though, it's much
more fun with people than with pennies.
Incidentally the Aliens when working the
Human Checkers Puzzle in the January 1967
SIO, found that it worked just as well to have
everyone standing in a line instead of sitting
in chairs. Check your January issue to refresh
your memory on this stunt. If you try it standing up, you'd simply "double your contestants"
by having one stand behind another instead of
sitting on his lap.
SETS in ORDER, MAY. '67

SOME CANDID
GLIMPSES OF
SQUARE DANCING
Not long ago we sat down with Frank Lane,
one of today's most popular square dance
callers, and began discussing the current scene
as viewed by one of our busiest leaders. Surprisingly enough, the conversation didn't stay
long on any one phase of the activity, and we
found ourselves covering one interesting segment after the other. We started out by asking
Frank to give us a comparative idea about the
home programs and the travel programs that
he conducts.
Frank Lane: Since we moved to Colorado just
recently, our entire program has changed. Up
until this year, when we were living in Lawrence, Kansas, we maintained a busy home
program. I had four clubs and one beginners'
class each year. Since our move to Estes Park,
I've had to curtail part of this activity. We've
kept the Wichita, Kansas, club on a regular
basis; we still call for them every other week
with the exception of four weeks while we're
away on tour. But for our Lawrence club
we've had to arrange a schedule of callers for
them; we call just six of their dances this year
and they have 12 other callers. We have had
to drop our Topeka club and are doing seven
dances for the Kansas City club this year.
We don't have a beginners' class and that's

FRANK LANE

one thing I miss. To keep the "spark" for our
work at Estes Park thruout the summer, we
don't want to become too "local" in Colorado
but if we do start a club program the first
thing I'll do is start a beginners' class and then
build the club from there.
S.I.O.: How do you recruit for a beginners
class?
In the past we've recruited thru our
clubs and "word of mouth." We have been
fortunate to have in our clubs people who are
active in civic groups like the Kiwanis and
Rotary, or active in Sunday School groups, and
this would bring several couples to us each
time we started a class. We'd end up with
from 10 to 12 squares.
Lane :

S.I.O.: Have you had any luck with newspaper
advertising or handbills, etc.?
Lane: No, not to any great extent. Once we
used a little booklet-brochure, very simply
done, which contained 4 pages explaining
square dancing. We put these out thru shopping centers in new housing areas, etc. We've
kind of laid off this newspaper thing; I guess
I'm the one who doesn't think square dancing
is for everyone.

ABOUT THESE INTERVIEWS
Square dancing is indeed made up of hundreds of different personalities, and getting better
acquainted with more of these people is one of the rewards this activity has to offer. The
interview series provides an opportunity to become better acquainted with dancers, leaders,
callers, teachers people in all phases of square dancing. Coming issues will highlight interviews with Bob Page, Marshall Flippo, Nita Page, and many others.
—
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S.I.O.: Give us some of your ideas on teaching
a beginners' class.
Lane: We have always tried to give an adequate number of lessons where we didn't feel
like we were rushing or forcing the class. Our
theory was that the people should have a
whale of a good time even from the first night
on, so what was the big hurry to get them out
of the class and into a club? We would teach
simple rounds along with our basics—and work
in some contras, too. Many fellows feel they
are under pressure in teaching—so much in a
certain length of time. And so many callers
I've talked to are afraid of that first night when
they take the class into the club, thinking
they're going to have to bore the club or "overcall" the class and frighten them. We tried to
use that first-year enthusiasm to take them to
where they might even be better dancers than
the ones who'd been dancing 12-14 years.
We've never really gone in for fancy dancing
clubs, anyway. We don't try to keep up with
all the new basics; we do some fairly hard
figures but the club members are schooled well
in the normal basics and this way it is easier
to bring a class into a club.
S.I.O.: What type of material do you use with
your beginner classes singing calls, round
dances — that sort of thing?
Lane: We'd stick pretty close to the standard
basics where square dancing is concerned. And
then each year we would survey the area and
the things that were being done in clubs thruout our locality and include those in the class.
This year I would probably choose Trades and
Turn Thrus, for instance. We always used
mixers like White Silver Sands and GKW
Mixer. We had a gimmick which seemed to
help; we used an Alamo-style mixer—Five Foot
Two, I think—to teach Alamo-style rhythm
before we ever did it square-dance-wise. This
made it much easier to get them dancing
Alamo-style together in the squares later on.
Then we taught them the old Waltz Ballonet
Mixer—the same figure in time and this was
their initiation into waltzing. We would then
go into some simple waltz that was popular
at the time.
S.I.O.: What was your plan with the class in
Lawrence relative to the clubs in the area?
Lane: We were fortunate in having four clubs
there and they cooperated very well. We fed
22
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all of them from the one class—two of us taking
turns teaching at a time. Our clubs met every
other week so we encouraged the people to
join two of them so they would dance once a
week. The clubs had different "personalities,"
you might say, and the person coming out of
the beginners' class could choose the type of
dancing he wanted to do. It was interesting
that the club that did the least in hard dancing
became the biggest club. All the "graduates"
were invited to join all the clubs and it worked
out well in that they did stay full. At Christmas
time we would invite club officers to our class
party. At the end of the class we'd have a party
and invite the other callers, all four of us calling. Club presidents would be there, too, and
would make little speeches inviting the new
dancers to come to their dances. It worked
out pretty well.
S.I.O.: What is your goal when you start a new
person out in square dancing?
Lane: I think it's to take that person and show
him the maximum enjoyment while he's in the
class and then see him go out into square
dancing and into the club where he'll be happiest. He may not dance in my club but when
I see him 8 or 10 or 15 years later at festivals,
I'm very happy about it.
S.I.O.: Do you have any suggestions about
what the caller for a beginner class should
wear?
Lane : I think that the way a caller and his
wife dress at a beginner class is very important.
They should portray Western dancing as it is
by their costuming—not gaudy but Western
attire for the caller and nice, neat square dance
dresses for the wife. Just recently I was in an
area where, at an afternoon workshop, I had
a square and a half of girls in slacks. The year
before I had had one girl show up in slacks
but that girl was the caller's wife. So—you can
see what an influence this is.
S.I.O.: Have you any idea how many miles a
year you cover when you're out on the road—
and how many tours you make?
Lane : I couldn't say for sure about the miles
as I fly about a third of the time but our last
car was just 13 months old and had 63,000
miles on it when we turned it in.
As for our tours, you might say our fiscal
year starts after Labor Day when we go to
Kirkwood Lodge for two weeks and then we
travel in and out of home because I have my
SETS in ORDER, MAY, '67

club program. After Christmas we leave for a
month tour thru the Gulf Coast region and
Florida, swing back up thru the Middle West
thru home at the end of January. In February
we come West for a month, getting back home
about March 1. We're in and out until the end
of April when we leave for our longest tour
of the year and end up at Kirkwood the first
week in June. By the second week in June
we're opening up our summer operation at
Estes Park.
S.I.O.: Would you care to take a guess about
where square dancing is heading?
Lane: It's going a lot of different directions
in different areas. Over-all, I think it's prospering but sometimes I worry about quantity
over quality. Big crowds dance but it looks
like the people are getting inadequate training;
callers are trying to teach them too many
things in too short a time and are not teaching
them well. Some areas lack adequate leadership; the callers do not trouble to attend institutes like Asilomar or Kirkwood or Boyne
Mountain or Dance-A-Cade to find out what
the rest of the square dance world is doing. As
a result the movement in the areas has started
going downhill. In the areas where there is
good caller-leadership, the thing is going great
guns—good crowds and good dancers.
S.I.O.: How do you think adequate callerleadership can be developed?
Lane: Well, we all realize that we need this
thing but we're not quite sure where to go to
get it. I've talked to a lot of fellows about it—
and they don't have an answer, either. We
need someone out teaching callers. I don't
think Ed Gilmore, for instance, realizes the
tremendous amount of good he's done in those
caller workshops he has organized around the
country. We can just go around and follow
him and watch the change take place everywhere he has been. Unfortunately, it's often
the callers who really need the help who don't
S.I.O.: What barometer can a caller use to
attend the sessions.
know he is a successful leader?
Lane: That's a hot one. It's a lot more than his
being busy calling dances 7 or 8 nights a week
—and drawing big crowds. It's whether he's
really thinking about the good of square dancing or his own personal advancement. To me
the fellow that is willing to devote time, energy
SETS in ORDER, MAY, '67

and money to making square dancing bigger
and better, to making his club prosper and
people want to join it and stay in it is the successful leader.
S.I.O.: Concerning the money end—do you
have any advice to the caller coming into
square dancing for just the money?
Lane : Forget it. I'm often taken aback at the
young caller who has learned a few singing
calls and some patter tips—enough to get thru
an evening—and right away wants to go out
on tour, thinking he can get rich doing this.
When I was learning to call back in Kansas
we'd go 70 or 80 miles and call a dance for
free just to have somebody listen. The first
club that paid me anything was in Great Bend
—65 miles from home and I think they paid
me $12.00.
S.I.O.: What would be your idea of a Utopia
of the square dance activity where it would
reach its maximum good?
Lane: Well, that's quite a question; you've got
so many angles to figure. First of all, you'd
like to have people come into square dancing
and stay on and on, enjoying it for the fun
and fellowship that it can mean and not as
the hotrods are nowadays, demanding to be
"challenged." Then, of course, you'd like to
have perfect harmony and cooperation between
callers and leaders, agreeing as to what square
dancing should be. I'd like to see a situation
where a square dancer who had to drop out
of dancing for a year or two could come right
back in without feeling the activity had run
off and left him. I don't like to see us "progressing" right away from the people who need
and most enjoy it.
S.I.O.: What are your personal plans for the

future, Frank?
Lane: We hope to start slowing down. Since
we started traveling full time 13 years ago,
we've probably averaged 26-28 nights a month
of calling. And have enjoyed it. My theory was
that I'd rather call for a little less and be busy
every night because of that enjoyment. But
one of our reasons for moving to Estes Park
was to build a new home up in the mountains
where Barbara and I can kind of get away
from it a little bit and we'll try to revise our
schedule to have one whole week each month
at home. We want to do a little fishing and
golfing—and square dancing, too.

Arnie Kronenberger — mid-Summer Asilomar — 23

th NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE
CONVENTION

16

PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLVANIA
JUNE 29-301 JULY1,1967

A

rapidly for the
16th National Square Dance Convention
in Philadelphia—June 29-July 1—more plans are
being worked out to add to the enjoyment of
the dancers and callers who plan to attend.
Superb fashion shows at noon and a number
of nightly dance exhibitions will be presented.
On Friday, June 30 and Saturday, July 1, the
Bellevue Stratford Hotel's Grand Ballroom will
be the setting for the Fashion Show Luncheon
from 12:30-1:30 P.M. The latest in square
dance and western clothing will be shown by
professional models—different styles each day.
As seating capacity is limited to 700 daily,
tickets must be purchased prior to the Convention. They are $3.50 each and include the
fashion show and a luncheon of either seafood
or chicken. Style Chairmen Val and Bill
Nichols urge dancers to buy tickets as soon as
possible and to specify their luncheon choice.
The address to use appears later on this page.
Some of the top dance exhibition groups in
the country have signed up for the "Sweet
16th." Among them are the Jamboree juniors
of Oshkosh, Wisc., pre-teen and teenagers, who
will do their dances under black lights. • The
Maycroft Square Tappers of Muskegon, Mich.,
who use taps on both heels and toes, are under
the leadership of Gene Maycroft, late of the
Grand 01' Opry.
The Cloggers, a nationally known part of
the Lamar Dudes and Dames from Colorado,
will do a very fast clog step as they execute
intricate square dance figures. This is one of
S THE TIME APPROACHES

the largest groups scheduled. The Checkerboard Squares of Granite City, Ill., range in
age from 9 to 19 and have the youngest caller,
Shelley Boyd, who is only 9 years old. Demonstrations of modem and "olde tyme" square
dancing will be given by the Cotillionaires of
Hazardville, Conn. This adult group ranges
in age from 25 to 78.

The smiling children here are the Maycroft Square
Tappers from Michigan, who will tap their way thru
square dance routines at the 16th National Convention

In addition, Exhibitions Chairmen Jim and
Martha Schofield are still negotiating with
other groups to add to the program. For information on the fashion luncheon, exhibitions or
any other phase of the 16th National, take pen
in hand and write to Curly Milsom, 130 Ashley
Rd., Newtown Square, Pa. 19073.
The 16th National is closer than you think!
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By Ted Anthony—With the Military in Japan

T

variations on a theme I
have heard in the five years I have been
square dancing "stateside" after square dancing
overseas. It goes something like, "We have not
enioved a square dance since we left Germany.
Implications seem to be that stateside dancers are (1) not as good and ( 2) not as friendly
as those overseas. It could be that a nostalgic
longing for the cameradarie of those left behind on foreign duty enters into the opinion
but it might be well to examine this situation
a little more deeply and find a way to understand it.
Common Background
Square dancers overseas have a common
background, usually association in some way
with the military establishment. In the States
the only common ground among club members
is often the fact that they live in the same
area. Whatever factors affect one indiivdual in
the military community tend to affect all. Only
a few members of a civilian club may feel the
pressures of strikes, medical and dental bills,
unemployment, etc., at the same time. Usually,
then, the overseas club has greater unity.
Overseas clubs are comprised in the main
of servicemen and their wives. Military people
develop friendships rapidly and maintain them
at intense levels for they know how frequently
re-assignments are made. Stateside club members have more time to develop and cultivate
friendships; they are casual in their approach
to strangers. Too often this casualness is interpreted as aloofness, coldness, unfriendliness.
A Community Youth Activities building,
Service Club or other building is provided at
no cost to the military club. Caller fees are the
HERE ARE SEVERAL

77
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only expense. As a result, club dues are low,
guests are usually admitted free, refreshments
are served at no cost. Hall rental fees are a
major part of U.S.A. club budgets. To offset
this cost without charging exhorbitant club
dues, guests are required, and usually expect
and desire, to pay at the door for the privilege
of visiting.
Stateside, many more clubs are available in
a community than are available "over there."
My advice to incoming service personnel would
be to shop around. When a club is found that
suits, seek out the president and ask about
joining. Most clubs welcome new members.
Smile a lot! You will be surprised at how many
cold, unfriendly people melt away when seen
thru smiling eyes.
Overseas dancers are forced to participate
in club management to a greater extent than
their civilian counterparts. The attrition of
"rotation" causes new leaders to step forth and
take the helm without the assistance of a
predecessor. This rotation also affects callers
so a wider variety and greater number of
callers are danced to by overseas dancers.
This means that the returning dancer can be a
valuable asset to a stateside club. He must remember, however, that he is the late-comer;
he must, therefore, gain acceptance in the
existing group. An attempt to "dictate" or
expertise" can only develop resentment.
My conclusion is that overseas dancers corning home can spread the friendliness that has
been so easy away from home to statesiders.
They may offer but not push. To watch the
seeds of friendship blossOm, bearing the above
counsel in mind, is a wonderfully rewarding
experience.
"
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STYLE SERIES:

HOW
UNCOMFORTABLE
CAN YOU GET?
W

a few issues ago in this
column by saying that a comfortable
movement in square dancing was a flowing or
continuing movement. Now we're going to look
at some go-and--stop examples where a certain
degree of flow is maintained until the crucial
minute when a "wrong call" is pulled out of
the hat and the whole pattern comes to a crashing halt. Let's look.
Starting from a square (1) our head couples
pass thru (2) separate (3) go around one (4)
and into a line of four (5). The line moves
forward (6) and dancers reach across to the
opposite (7) for a star thru (8) to end in
double pass thru position.
E STARTED OFF

Next comes a double pass thru (9) and at
that point (10) is the moment of decision for
the caller. He starts off in good shape by
calling for a centers in (11) and would have
done just fine with his continuing forward
motion if he had called a cast off at this point.
Instead, however, he stops the dancers in lines
of four (12) and calls for a wheel and deal,
which means that our ladies in the center must
suddenly shift into reverse (13) while the two
men move forward and around behind them
(14). An even more awkward movement at
(12) would have been a bend the line which
would have required both the man and woman
to break their forward motion and back up.
Jumping back for a minute to the point just
following the double pass thru (10) if the
centers had moved forward (15) and to the
outside (16) to end in a line of four (17) and
then continued on into a bend the line, they
would have done quite well. However, once
again our caller's judgment let him down as
he halted the forward motion of the active two
(18) requiring them to stop and then back up
in a cast off.
The line between a comfortable movement
and an uncomfortable one may be fine indeed,
but it all reflects on the caller's judgment.

ROUND THE

WORLD
of SQUARE DANCING
Those with items of special interest
should send them to NEWS EDITOR,
Sets in Order, 462 North Robertson
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
Letters will be read and appreciated
although time may not allow the personal acknowledgement of each one.

tional Festival at the Municipal Auditorium
and Arena in Long Beach. Sponsor is the South
Coast Assn. Plans include a full day's program
for teens on Saturday; round dancers will have
wooden floors to skim over in the second floor
ballroom; callers from many areas will be present. A 3-day package for teens is $2.00; for
adults $3.00. Write to Don Madsen, Regis.
Chairman, P.O. Box 6631, Long Beach, California.
Proof of the "small world" of square dancing: four past presidents in consecutive order
of the Turkey Trotters Square Dance Club of
Brewster, Minn. met in Canoga Park, California in February to dance with the Valley
Trailers. Three couples; the Marvin Helms,'
Bill Kaufmans and Fred Asches, have moved
to California in recent months and the Vernon
Kays were out on a visit.
Washington

California

California Single Squares will hold their first
annual state-wide dance in Bakersfield on May
20. Lee McNutt, Wayne Mayo, Betty "Sam"
Herman, Kenny McNabb, Del Price, Chuck
Harlen, Jim Moore and Warren Northrup will
be the featured callers. All single dancers are
invited to attend this event at the Kern County
Fairground from 8 P.M. until the wee hour of
4 in the morning.
On March 1 Bob Ruff of Whittier got a
pleasant surprise when his Fas'N Eighters
Club gave him a special dance to celebrate his
birthday. Not until the floor sat down on his
first call did Bob realize something was up.
Dick Walters took over as M.C. and 12 of
Bob's other caller-friends relieved him of all
calling chores. Bob's family was also present
to join in the spirit of things.—Beth & Al Combs
The Teenage Square Dance Assn. chose new
officers with Cecelia Grogan as President;
Keith Overland, Vice-Pres.; Dee Vinyard, Recording Secy.-Treas.; Pat Hibbison, Corres.
Secy.; Donna Eakins, Publicity; Wade Pierce,
Historian and Darlene Dettmer, Dance Chairman. Senior Advisors to this group centered in
Los Angeles are the Ernie Hopes and Charles
Naddeos. May 21 will mark a Teenage Assn.
Dance at McDonald's Barn in North Hollywood.
B-Sharps had their Fresno Frolic on February 10-12, with callers Earl Johnson and Larry
Ward; round dance instructors Louis and Lela
Leon.—Keith Etten
July 7-9 are the dates for the 3rd Interna-

Spokane's famous Silver Spurs — a teenage
dancing group—have been invited by the U.S.
Government Information Agency to perform
at the Montreal Expo 67 World's Fair on June
29-30. The Silver Spurs have an international
reputation for their excellent conduct, their
showmanship, their beautiful and authentic
costumes and their graceful interpretation of
dances from around the world. The group will
be touring the East Coast this summer; those
interested in promoting one of their shows
may write to their instructor, "Red" Henderson, West 825 Trent Ave., Spokane, Wash.
99201.
Oregon

The Umpqua Area Square Dance Clubs will
present the 10th Annual Oregon Square Dance
Festival in Roseburg on July 13-15. More information is available from George Newman,
Rt. #3, Box 1400, Roseburg 97470.—"Ricky"
Powell
Montana

About 15 years ago the Yellowstone Square
Dance Council was formed in Billings to promote square dancing in that area. This has
been a very successful organization which each
year sponsors the Magic City Hoedown. This
year's Hoedown will be held in the Central
High Gym, eBillings, with Don Franklin calling,
on May 12-13.—R. E. Hanson
Wyoming

The 16th Annual Cowtown Hoedown will
take place at Woodland Park School, Sheridan
on May 26-27. Friday's dance will be an "allcallers" dance; Don Franklin will be featured
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Here you see three generations of
callers in the same family, mike in
hand and ready for action. Recently
they called to a packed hall at
Tarpon Springs, Fla., altho' the
two younger men live in Michigan.
From the left, John Cook the
younger; Grandpa John Cook—
and Jack Cook

on Saturday evening.—Rosalie Landon
Idaho

The Intermountain Square Dance Assn. will
hold their 12th Annual Funstitute at McCall
on July 7-9, at McCall High School. Workshops in squares will be instructed by the Ross
Crispinos; in round dances by the Ralph Kromers. Outdoor breakfasts will be served Saturday and Sundays mornings on the shores of
Payette Lakes. Further information may be
obtained from Torn Wood, 7216 Northview,
Boise 83704.—H. B. Marmon
Missouri

Jules and Dottie Billard for rounds; Bob
Brundage for squares were programmed at the
19th Annual Gateway of the West Festival
in St. Louis on April 28-29.—Rosemary Parker
Visitors to the Southwest Missouri region at
Springfield may find square dances thru the
long-standing courtesy of the Springfield
Leader and Press which by custom carries in
the Thursday afternoon newspaper society
pages announcements by local clubs. Among
these are the Square Knots and Wheel and
Deal Clubs which, on alternate Saturdays may
be found upstairs at Pythian Castle Hall or the
Springfield Doling Park Dance Pavillion.—
Joseph Reid
Michigan

Square dance callers of the Flint area again
donated their talents foil- the 9th Annual
Square-A-Rama Dance at Brendel Elementary
School, Grand Blanc, on April 29. This is an
annual benefit dance, well-attended.—Karl M.
Diener
Bruce Johnson will call for the 8th Annual
Tulip Times Festival Square Dance on May 20
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at the West Ottawa H.S. Gym, Holland. Sam
and Thelma Nay will keep the rounds going.
An exhibition will be given by the Wooden
Shoe Klompen Dancers and spectators are welcome. A "kick-off" dance on May 19 is a bonus, with local callers at the mike. For details,
write to Holland Tulip Time Festival, Inc.,
Civic Center, 150 W. 8th St., Holland.
The Northwest Michigan Square Dance
Council will have its 12th Annual Festival on
May 27-28 at the High School Gym in Traverse City. George Peterson and Dave Taylor
will be the callers with the Les Petersons (relatives?) and Don Days on rounds.—Ron Hensel
Kansas

The Centennials Square Dance Club of
Wichita will celebrate their 6th Anniversary
on May 13, with a "Roaring Twenties" theme.
Locale is the Pearl Kensler School and all
square dancers are welcome.—Earl Sailers
The Wichita Spring Festival was held on
April 21-22 with that busy Don Franklin at
the mike for squares; Pete and Ann Peterman
conducting the rounds.—Hotvard Caviness
Indiana

Indianapolis square dancers who have entertained and danced with the patients at the
LaRue Carter Mental Hospital for the past 6
years, have taken on an additional project.
They have found that the hospital is in desperate need of a bus to transport the patients on
outings and that they can get a bus with books
of trading stamps. The square dancers are now
in the process of collecting these stamps so
that they may aid the hospital.—Louie Hauke
Nevada

May 5-7 are the dates for the 20th Silver
You'll have a bail at mid-Summer Asiloinar -- 29
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State Square Dancing Festival in Reno. Bob
Ferraud, Dick Houlton and Bob Van Antwerp
are scheduled to call, with the Willie Stotlers
going a-round in circles. Write to Mrs. Thelma
Rowe, 1850 Lemon Lane, Reno, to know more.
With "Dixie" Welch's transfer to 'Williams
AFB in Arizona, A. B. Cooper has taken over
the calling duties for Stardusters of Nellis AFB,
while Mac McBranheugh will call for Swinging
Stars of Las Vegas.
New Hampshire
An annual event on the Common at Newport
is the Common Pin Dance, all proceeds from
which go to a local benefit to promote the
word of square dancing. This year's recipient
is the Newport Scholarship Fund, with three
callers—Dick Tilley, Dick Davis and Freddie
Lust—donating their time. The date— July 29.—
Gordon Young
New Jersey
The Dance Leaders of the Delaware Valley
will present their Annual Spring Festival at
Clementon Lake Park, Clementon on May 21
from 2 til 10 P.M. Hayes Herschler is Festival
Chairman, and can be reached at County Line
Rd., Colmar, Pa. 18915.
Callers at the Jersey Shore in the weeks to
come: May 27, Buzz Chapman; June 3, Glenn
Cooke; June 9, Max Forsyth; June 17, Al
Aderente. All will hold forth at the Hayloft in
Asbury Park.—Meg Barr
New York
The Tarry Squares of Ossining have elected
Lt. Col. Torn Stacy of the USMA at West
Point as their president. A lively spring calendar is being planned with a special dance
on May 19 featuring caller Johnny Roth. Open
dances are held every Friday night at the
Brookside School in Ossining. Chip Hendrickson calls every 2nd and 4th Friday and either
Al Aderente, Vin Caruso, Bob Brundage or
other guest callers on alternate weekends.—
Mary Ann Stacy
Rochester teen dancers had their annual
Teen-O-Rama on March 18 at Cutler Union.
Staff members were Frank Gillig, Bill Bolby,
Bill Ryan, Mike Callahan, Myron and Pegg
Huss and Teen Twirlers Club sponsored this
"Salute to Young America."
The 1st Annual Square Dance Festival will
be held at the East Hill Elementary School
30 — Kids program at mid-Summer Asilomar

Complex, Canajoharie, on May 27, Noon to
Midnight. Dick Jones, Dick Leger (plus guitar) , Mo Howard will call; Torn and Betty
Jayne Johnston will cue the rounds. C. E.
Dievendorf, General Chairman, 92 Reed St.,
Canajoharie 13317, may be approached for
details.
Maine

Editors of the Square Reader, a local square
dance publication, were honored for their contribution to square dancing recently when they
were guests of honor at a square dance sponsored by the Gay Blades & Pretty Maids of
Kenduskeag. Honored editors were Bill and
Phil Ogilvie and Bob and Charlene Reed. What
a NICE idea!—Hod Dinsmore
Massachusetts

At Framingham, on January 21, the 6th Annual Inter-Class Ball again proved to be one
of New England's most successful square
dances. 97 sets of new dancers from 29 different groups were dancing to the calling of Jim
Mayo, Paul Pratt and Ed Ross Smith. This
dance is presented annually by the three callers
to introduce the new dancer to the wonderful
fun available in the wider world of square
dancing. The men are currently teaching a
total of 71 squares in 9 separate learners'
groups. These meet weekly for from 6 to 8
months.
Liberia

There are 5 squares learning to square dance
at the present time in the seaport town of
Monrovia, with Frank Holtzclaw teaching
them. Since entertainment in the area is mostly
of their own making, the American and European employes of two iron mining companies
there, are turning enthusiastically to square
dancing. The mines are 58 miles from the main
compound where the dances are held and the
trip is made once a week.
Korea

There are dances every other Friday night
at the USOM Club in Seoul. It is located in
the Yongsan Compound and visitors are welcome. MSgt. Bob Guhl has recently taken on
the calling duties as former caller Don Black
has departed for the States.
Okinawa

The Rice Paddy Promenaders got 1967 off to
a good start by sponsoring their largest beginner crass to date-46 new students with caller
Lee Dixon instructing the 15 week course. On
February 11, the Nago Square Dance Club
came down for a visit; these are a group of
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Okinawan dancers from the Ryukyu-American
Cultural Center. Square dancing demonstrations were given at the Kadena Karnival scheduled from April 28 to May 7.—Helen Greenhaw
Virginia

The second 4-Star Square Dance Festival is
planned for Lynchburg on May 20 at the
YMCA. The staff includes Phil Bostian, Harry
Hise, Harry McColgan and Jim Harlow.

the 4th Saturdays of the month an "imported"
caller is presented.—Bob Augustin
West Virginia

An "All Niter" dance was hosted by Kera
Dudes 'n' Dolls of Ravenswood on April 29.
The dance began at 9 P.M. EST and closed
at 5 A.M. Daylight Saving time. Callers were
Buck Markley, Andy Wamsley and "Slim" Hall.
—Red Handley
Germany

Johnny Davis and Jerry Helt will call on
May 4 for a Pre-Convention Warm-Up at the
Armory in Columbus.

The Frankfurt Beaux and Belles, charter
members of EAASDC, recently concluded a
highly successful training course, graduating 3
squares of neophytes. Included were 3 couples
from a German "Western" club. At the February 11 graduation ceremony these couples
added color with authentic Indian War US
Army Cavalry uniforms for the men and corresponding period gowns for the women.
Caller-teacher for the Beaux and Belles is Gerhard Neffgren.—Dick Hassheider

Louisiana

France

The Bobcats of New Orleans celebrated
their 2nd Anniversary on March 11 with a
covered dish" supper. There are 65 couples
in the club which dances twice a month. On

Last May the Jeanne D'Arc Quadrille Square
Dance Club of Orleans had a graduation dance
party at which 12 squares of club members
participated. In June and July membership

Florida

May 13 is the date for the Capital Squares
5th Annual Cotillion at the Florida State University Student Union Ballroom, with John
Saunders as the caller. Admission is free and
there will be "cake walks," raffles; towels,
pennants—and food—for sale.—Virginia Whitsell
Ohio

CC

These are the Dixie Twirlers of Corbin, Kentucky, who
dance each Thursday evening in the Corbin Youth Center.
Visitors are welcome.
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began to drop due to personnel rotating to the
States and the move of the American Military
out of France. Most of the clubs in France
have now folded or transferred to other locations and the Fleur de Ls Square Dance Assn.
has disbanded. With happy memories, the
dancers and callers will hope to take up their
hobby at their new assignments if at all possible.—Bill Corbett
Ontario

The 5th Annual Starlight Affair will enliven
Fanshaw Park Pavillion on July 8. Sponsors are
the Circle N Star Square Dance Club of London and the caller is Ron Thornton.—Helert
Hills
Prince Edward Island

On February 25 the Summerside "Y" Center
graduated another group of square dancers
whose parent club is Lady's Slipper Squares.
During the evening corsages were presented to
two new mothers, Kaye Linkletter and Toice
Millar, on the occasion of their return to
square dancing. Walnut cigarette boxes with
the P.E.I. crest on them were presented to
club callers Pete Howard and Bill Walsh.—
W. A. Price
British Columbia

In the Trail and District Square Dance Assn.
there are 5 clubs, with dances held on Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays each

week from October thru May. Each club has a
beginners class yearly and the association sponsors a big jamboree on the 4th weekend of
April. In August there are three days of dancing at the Salmon Barbecue, a civic celebration. Dancers traveling thru are asked to drop
in and dance with these folks in the Kootenays.
—Verila Karr
Alberta

The Happy Hercs Square Dance Club—
dancing at the Guthrie School at Lancaster
Park-6 miles north of Edmonton on Highway
28, invite any and all visitors to stop in and
dance with them any Tuesday evening.
Oklahoma

"Western Heritage" will be the program
theme for the 21st Annual Jamboree of the
Central District Square Dance Assn. Starting at
9 A.M. on May 6, in the Oklahoma State Fairgrounds Arena, there will be square and round
dance clinics, workshops and panels. At 7:45
P.M. a Grand March will kick off the evening
dancing. Jerry McKissick and Ralph Hay will
be calling and the Jules Billards will be in
charge of the round dancing. Don and Nellie
Davis are Chairman of the event.
Nebraska

May 6 is the date set for the 26th Annual
Square Dance Festival in the Pershing Municipal Auditorium, Lincoln. Featured round
dance instructors will be the Gene Arnfields
and square dances will be called by Jack Jackson.—Bob Leyden

These are members of the
Pampanga Promenaders of
Clark Air Base in the
Philippines, photographed by
a gun emplacement on
Corregidor, where they went
on a "spur of the moment"
journey. It meant getting up
at 4 A.M., going by bus to
Manila and then boarding
the Hydrofoil for the
55-minute run to "the rock."
On Corregidor they "squared
up" in three different spots,
drawing quite a gallery from
other visitors.
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pleasure in presenting
a collection of 13 calls by Earl Johnston of
Vernon, Connecticut. Once again we remind
our readers that these calls are not necessarily
original ones but are those especially enjoyed
by our feature caller. This month Earl adds a
few extra little comments.

T

HIS MONTH WE TAKE

One and three square thru
Square thru the outside two
Cast off three quarter round
Square thru across from you
U turn back
Box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way back
Inside arch
Dive thru
Square thru three quarter round
Allemande left.
One and three pass thru
Around one line up four
Pass thru wheel and deal
Girls turn back
Allemande left
Two and four cross trail thru
Around one into the middle
Pass thru
Split two around one line up four
Pass thru wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Girls turn back
Allemande left
One and three pass thru
Around one line up four
Pass thru wheel and deal
Girls turn thru
Allemande left.
Four ladies chain
One and three star thru
Pass thru
Swing thru
Swing thru
One half square thru
Bend the line
Pass thru
Wheel and deal
Double pass thru
First go left next go right
Star thru
Allemande left.
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Four ladies chain
One and three star thru
Frontier whirl
Right and left thru
inside four Frontier whirl
Right and left thru
Whirlaway with a half sashay
Star thru
Frontier whirl
Allemande left.
One and three swing thru
Box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way back
Square thru
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Pass thru
Circle four
Head men break to a line
Pass thru wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Centers in
Cast off three quarters
Star thru
Double pass thru
First go left next go right
Cross trail
Allemande left.
One and three swing thru without a stop
Spin the top without a stop
Pass thru
Swing thru
Boys run
Wheel and deal
Square thru
Cast off three quarter
Pass thru wheel and deal
Double pass thru
First go left
Next go right
Pass thru on to the next
Right and left thru
Whirl away half sashay
Pass thru ends turn in
Square thru three quarter round
Allemande left.
One and three swing thru
Box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way back
Ladies lead to a Dixie style
Ocean wave balance all
Walk straight ahead
Allemande left.
(I also use this from a promenade and have heads
wheel around and swing thru)
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Allemande left allemande thar
Right and left and make your star
Shoot the star go right and left grand
Meet new partner promenade
Keep going don't slow down
Pull girls in and go red hot
Right hand lady right hand round
Partner left full turn
Corners all right hand round
Partner left
All four couples Susy Q
Opposite lady by the right
Partner by the left
Opposite lady by the right
Full turn
Find the corner
Allemande left.

EARL JOHNSTON
Earl is what we consider to be a true crowdpleaser. He's a caller's caller, having the sensitivity for his dancers which is so appreciated
by the professionals in the field of square dance
calling. Earl conducts a busy home schedule.
He takes an active part in local caller activities
and several times each year "hits the road."
His calling on Grenn Records and his presence
at many square dance institutes and in his
personal-appearance tours throughout Canada
and the United States have put Earl in a favored spot with thousands of dancers. Earl, his
wife Marian, and their family of sons are indeed a very valuable part of the American
square dance community.
One and three right and left thru
Square thru four hands
Right and left thru
Dive thru square thru
Other divide and star thru
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Square thru
Other divide and star thru
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Pass thru
Swing thru
Boys Run
Wheel across to the other side of your line
Wheel and deal
Dive thru
Star thru
Cross trail
Allemande left.
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Promenade don't slow down
One and three wheel around
Star thru
Do sa do
Ocean wave
Swing thru
Girls trade boys trade
Swing thru
Boys trade girls trade
Swing thru
Boys run wheel and deal
Pass thru allemande left.
One and three swing star thru
Do sa do with the outside two
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Pass thru
Swing thru
Box the gnat
Square thru three quarter
Allemande left.
GIMMICK
One and three square thru
Right hand star with the outside two
Heads in center left hand star
Pick up corner with arm around
Star promenade
Centers back out and circle to the left
Stay as you are
Four men pass thru
Around one into the center
Right and left thru
Who turns who
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Swing thru
Centers trade
Turn thru
Allemande left.
CHALLENGE SQUARE
One and three star thru
Frontier whirl
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Boys run
Boys trade
All eight circulate
Girls run
Girls trade
All eight circulate
Boys run
Boys trade
All eight circulate
Girls run
Girls trade
All eight circulate
Swing thru
Boys run
Wheel and deal
Allemande left.
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DIXIE SPIN #5
By Tom Rinker, Omaha, Nebraska
Sides lead right, circle up four
Side men break, gonna make a line
Pass thru and bend the line
Men lead in a dixie spin
Left spin the top, watch it pop
Those facing out, do a U turn back
Up to the middle and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Allemande left
A PATTERN BY BARRY
By Barry B. Aronovitch, Avalon, Calif.
Heads lead right
Circle to line of four heads break
Up and back you reel
Pass thru wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Face your partner back away
Pass thru wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Face your partner back away
Pass thru wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Face your partner right and left thru
Cross trail
Left allemande
GIRLS DIXIE SLIDE
By Beryl Main, Denver, Colorado
Head ladies chain right
New side ladies chain across
Head man face corner box the gnat
Girls go forward and back
Girls slide thru
In single file split the boys
Turn right around one
Down the middle dixie style to ocean wave
Pass thru left allemande
Here are two by George Baker of Sheridan,
Wyoming, using Turn thru figures.
Heads star thru
Square thru three quarters
U turn straight back—turn thru
Do a left turn thru on the outside track
In the middle turn thru and then
Centers in cast off three quarters
Star thru
Whirl with a half sashay
U turn back
Left Allemande
Heads promenade half
Half square thru
Do a turn thru on the outside track
Come down the middle left turn thru
Centers in cast off three quarters
Star thru
Centers square thru nine hands
Sides Frontier whirl
And now divide and star thru
Sides divide and star thru
Don't you stand
Left Allemande
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STIR THE BUCKET
By Shinichi Ichimura, Tokyo, Japan
Head ladies chain
Heads to the right circle four
Head men break make a line
Up and back
Bend the line
Right and left thru
Bend the line
Pass thru
Wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Face your partner back away
Just the ends star thru
Four ladies chain, she's your partner
Stand right there

SINGING CAW'
WHAT A GAL
By Dick Weaver, Kailua, Hawaii
Record: Hi-Hat 345, Flip Instrumental with
Dick Weaver
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, and ENDING
Four little ladies promenade
Go once around the inside ring
Box the gnat and give that man a swing
Join hands and circle left
Go walkin` round the big old set
Allemande left and weave around the ring
It's in and out around you go
Until you meet your own
Do-sa-do around your own
And promenade her home
Well you're a little cutie a square dancin' beauty
Gee oh gosh oh golly what a gal
FIGURE #1
One and three lead right in time
Circle four and make a line
Without a stop you do a do-sa-do
Spin the top and watch 'em flow
Boys trade here we go
Turn thru left allemande you know
Do-sa-do around your own
And then that corner swing
Swing that corner gal around
And promenade the ring
Well you're a little honey
A smile bright and sunny
Gee oh gosh oh golly what a gal
FIGURE #2
One and three square thru
Four hands round is all you do
Meet the sides and then slide thru
Do-sa-do go full around
Square thru three hands round
Face out and then you wheel and deal
Double pass thru first go left next go right
Star•thru corner swing and promenade tonight
Well you're a humdinger
A square dancin' swinger
Gee oh gosh oh golly what a gal
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure #1 with heads,
Figure #2 with heads, Middle Break, Figure #1
with sides, Figure #2 with sides, Ending.
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SO SOFTLY SOFTLY
By Tom and Jean Cahoe, Sunnymead, Calif.
Record: Sets in Order 3161
Position: Open-Facing M's back to COH for Intro,
Butterfly for Dance.
Footwork: Opposite, Directions for M except as
noted.
INTRODUCTION
Meas
Wait; Wait; Apart, Point, -; Together, Touch, -;
In DIAG OPEN-FACING pos wait 2 meas:
1-2
M steps back on L, point R twd ptr, hold
3
1 ct.
Step fwd twd ptr on R to BUTTERFLY pos
4
M facing WALL, touch L to R, hold 1 ct;
PART A
Fwd Waltz, 2, 3; Twinkle (LOD), 2, 3; Twinkle
(RLOD), 2, 3; Twinkle Manuv, 2, 3;
From BUTTERFLY pos turn to OPEN pos
1
and in LOD waltz fwd L, R, L;
Step fwd on R turning to face ptr, side in
2
LOD on L, turning to face PLOD close R to L;
Step fwd on L turning to face ptr, side in
3
RLOD on R, turning to face LOD and SEMICLOSED pos close L to R;
4
Twinkle manuv to CLOSED pos R, L, R end
facing RLOD (W in place L, R, L as M maneuvers);
Pivot, 2, 3 (to SCP facing LOD); Thru, Side/Close,
Side; Pickup, 2, 3; (1 face) Pivot, 2, 3;
Do a 3/4 R face couple pivot starting M's L
5
to end in SEMI-CLOSED pos facing LOD;
Step thru on R, turning to face ptr and
6
WALL (W thru on L) quick side on L close
R to L, side on L turning to SEMI-CLOSED
pos facing LOD;
Starting M's R one waltz fwd in LOD taking
7
short steps while leading W in front to
CLOSED pos (W stepping L R L to CLOSED
pos facing RLOD);
Pivot L face L, R, L to end M facing diag
8
LOD and WALL in Modified BANJO pos;
Fwd, Fwd/Lock, Fwd; Manuv, 2, 3 (M's back to
LOD); Pivot 3/4, 2, 3; Back, Side, Close;
In Modified BANJO pos step fwd on R,
9
quick fwd on L, lock R behind L (W lock
L in front on R), fwd on L;
Manuv R, L, R (W manuv L R L) to end in
10
CLOSED pos M's back to LOD;
11
Do a 3/4 R face couple pivot starting M's L,
R, L to end in CLOSED pos M's back to COH;
12
Step bwd twd COH on R (W fwd on L) side
twd LOD on L, close R to L;
Waltz Bal (L), 2, 3; Waltz Bal (R), 2, 3 (to SCP facing
LOD); Fwd, 2, 3 (W RF Twirl); Thru, Side, Close (to
Bfly);
13
In CLOSED pos M facing WALL step to side
on L, step on R behind L (W also XIB) step
in place on L;
Step to side on R, step on L behind R, step
14
in place on R turning to face LOD and assume SEMI-CLOSED pos;
Retain M's L hand and W's R as M waltzes
15
fwd L, R, L as (W twirls R face P L R) to end
in SEMI-CLOSED pos facing LOD;
16
Step fwd on R turning to face ptr and
WALL, side on L, close R to L to end in BUTTERFLY pos M's back to COH;
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PART B
Waltz Away, 2, 3; Spin Manuv, 2, 3 (to Bjo facing
RLOD); Banjo Around, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6 (to SCAR facing LOD);
From BUTTERFLY pos turn to OPEN and in
17
LOD waltz fwd and slightly away L, R, L;
Manuv R, L, R to end facing RLOD and
18
BANJO pas as (W spins L face LRL to end
facing LOD and BANJO pos);
In BANJO pos step L, R, L moving clock19
wise around ptr ending facing LOD (W facing RLOD);
20
On around R, L, R adjusting to SCAR pos
and facing LOD (W facing RLOD);
Twinkle (LOD), 2, 3; Twinkle (RLOD), 2, 3; Twirl,
2, 3; Thru, Side, Close;
In SCAR pos facing LOD step fwd on L
21
turning to face ptr, side on R, close L to R
turning to face RLOD and BANJO pos (W
back on R turning to face ptr side on L
close R to L turning to face LOD and BANJO) pos;
Fwd on R turning to face ptr, side on L,
22
close R to L turning to face RLOD and
LOOSE CLOSED pos (W back on L turning
to face ptr, side on. R, turn 1/4 L face to
adjust to LOOSE CLOSED pos and end facing LOD by stepping on L);
Retain M's L hand and W's R step back in
23
LOD on L, back on R turning 1/4 L face,
step to side on L, to end in SEMI-CLOSED
pos (W twirls R face R, L, R);
Step thru on R turning to face ptr and
24
WALL (W thru on L), step side on L, close
R to L ending in BUTTERFLY pos;
Waltz Away, 2, 3; Spin Manuv, 2, 3 (to Bic) facing
RLOD); Banjo Around, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6 (to SCAR);
25-28 Repeat action of Meas 17-20
Twinkle (LOD), 2, 3; Twinkle (RLOD), 2, 3; Twirl, 2,
3; Thru, Side, Close;
29-32 Repeat action of Meas 21-24
Sequence: ABABA Ending
Ending: Waltz Bal (I.), 2, 3; Waltz Bal (R), 2, 3;
Apart, Ack;
In BUTTERFLY pos do 2 waltz balances
step apart ack.
MOONGLOW
By Kenn and Ginny Trimble, Des Moines, Wash.
Record: Windsor 4723
Position: CP M facing LOD for Intro and Dance.
Footwork: Opposite, Directions for M unless indicated.
INTRODUCTION
Meas
Wait; Wait; Dip Back, -, Recover, -; Twirl, -, 2, (to CP);
In CLOSED pos M facing LOD wait 2 meas:
1-2
3
Dip bwd RLOD on L, -, recover on R, -;
R, - as W twirls R
4
M walk fwd LOD L,
face in 2 steps under joined M's L and W's
R hand to end in CP M facing LOD;
DANCE
Fwd, Turn, Pivot, 2 (to CP); (Hitch) Fwd, Close,
Back, -; Turn, Pivot, 2 (to CP); (Hitch) Back, Close,
Fwd, -;
1
In CLOSED pos M facing LOD step fwd LOD
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on L, step fwd on R making 1/4 RE turn to
face ptr and WALL (W step bwd making 1/4
RE turn), one quick RE couple pivot in 2
steps to end in CLOSED pos M facing LOD;
2
Step fwd on L, dose R to L, step bwd RLOD
on L, —;
3
Step bwd RLOD on R, step bwd on L making 1/4 RF turn to face ptr and WALL (W
step fwd making 1/4 RF turn), one quick RF
couple pivot in 2 steps to end in CLOSED
pos M facing LOD (M steps R fwd and between ptr's feet on 1st step of pivot);
4
Step bwd RLOD on R, close L to R, step fwd
LOD on R, —;
Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Back, —; Dip Back,
—, Recover, —; Twirl, —, 2, —(to CP);
5
Step swd twd COH on L, close R to L, step
fwd LOD on L, —;
6
Step swd twd WALL on R, close L to R, step
bwd RLOD on R, —;
7-8
Repeat action of Intro Meas 3-4;
Fwd, Turn, Pivot, 2 (to CP); (Hitch) Fwd, Close,
Back, —; Back, Turn, Pivot, 2 (to CP); (Hitch) Back,
Close, Fwd, —;
9-12
Repeat action of Meas 1-4:
Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Back, —; Dip
Back, —, Recover, —; Twirl, 2, — (to CP);
13-16 Repeat action of Meas 5-8;
ReSide, Close, Cross, — (to SCAR); Rock Fwd,
cover, —; Side, Close, Back, —; Rock Back, —, Recover, — (to CP);
17
Step swd twd COH on L, close R to L, step
L XIF (W XIB) to SCAR pos M facing diag
to WALL and LOD, —;
18
Rock fwd on R, diag to WALL and LOD, —,
recover on L, —;
19
Still in SCAR pos step swd on R diag to
WALL and RLOD, close L to R, step R bwd
diag to COH and RLOD, —;
20
Rock bwd on L diag to COH, —, recover on
R to CLOSED pos M facing ptr & WALL, —;
Vine/Twirl, 2, 3, Touch; Vine/Twirl, 2, 3, Touch
(to SCP); Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step (to CP);
21
Step swd LOD on L, step R XIB, step swd
on L, tch R to L as (W twirls R face under
joined M's L and W's R hands);
22
Starting M's R moving twd RLOD repeat
action of Meas 21 to end in SEAM-CLOSED
pos facing LOD;
23-24 In SEMI-CLOSED pos do 2 fwd two-steps in
LOD to end in CLOSED pos M facing ptr
and WALL:
Rock Side, Recover, Thru, — (to L-OP); Recover,
Side, Thru, — (to SCP); Turn Two-Step; Turn TwoStep (to CP);
25
Release M's R and W's L hand rock swd in
LOD on L, recover on R, step thru twd
PLOD on L to L OPEN pos facing RLOD, —;
26
Recover on R, step swd on L, step thru twd
LOD on R to SEMI-CLOSED pos facing LOD,
-

•

27-28

Blending to CLOSED pos do 2 RF turning
two-steps prog LOD to end in CLOSED pos
M facing ptr and WALL;
Rock Side, Recover, Thru, — (to L-OP); Recover,
Side, Thru, — (to SCP); Turn Two-Step; Turn TwoStep;
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29-32

Repeat action of Meas 25-28 except to end
in CLOSED pos M facing LOD;
DANCE GOES THRU TWICE
Ending: At end of Meas 32 second time thru ptrs
slide apart M step bwd twd COH on L
point R to acknowledge.
ROAD RUNNER TWO-STEP
By Clark and Maxine Smith, Palo Alto, Calif.
Record: Hi-Hat 836
Position: Open-Facing M's back to COH for Intro,
Butterfly for Dance.
Footwork: Opposite, Directions for M except as
noted.
Meas
INTRODUCTION
Wait; Wait; Apart, —, Point, —; Together (to Bfly),
—, Touch, —;
1-4
In OPEN-FACING pos M's R and W's I
hands joined (M facing WALL) do a standard four meas Intro as follows: Wait 2
meas: step bwd twd COH on L (W bwd
twd WALL), hold 1 ct, point R twd ptr,
hold 1 ct; step fwd on R twd ptr assuming
BUTTERFLY pos (M's back to COH), hold 1
ct, touch L to R, hold 1 ct.
PART A
Side, —, Behind, —; Step, Close, Turn (back to
back), —; Side, —, Behind, —; Step, Close, Turn
(to SCP), —;
1
In BUTTERFLY pos (M facing WALL) step
swd LOD on L (slow), —, cross R (IB) of L,
W (XIB) (slow), —;
2
In two-step rhythm step swd LOD on L,
close R to L, releasing lead hands and
bringing M's R and W's L joined hands
thru step L turning 1/2 L face (W R face) to
a modified back to back pos, hold 1 ct;
Step swd LOD on R (slow), —, cross L (IB)
3
of R (W XIB) (slow), —;
4
In two-step rhythm step swd LOD on R,
close L to R, step R slightly fwd LOD and
blend to SEMI-CLOSED pos facing LOD,
hold 1 ct;
(SCP) Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; W Twirl, —, 2
(to SCP), —; Walk, —, 2 (to Bfly), —;
In SEMI-CLOSED pos moving LOD do 2 fwd
5-6
two-step (L, R, L, —; R, L, R, —);
7
R, —(as W
M walks fwd 2 slow steps L,
does 1 R face twirl LOD under joined lead
hands) to end in SEMI-CLOSED pos facing
LOD;
In SEMI-CLOSED pos walk fwd 2 slow
8
R blending to BUTTERFLY pos
steps L,
with M facing WALL, —;
Side, —, Behind, —; Step, Close, Turn (back to
back), —; Side, —, Behind, —; Step, Close, Turn (to
SCP), —;
Repeat action of Meas 1 thru 4:
9-12
(SCP) Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; W Twirl, —, 2
(to SCP), —; Walk, —, 2 (to Bfly), —;
13-16 Repeat action of Meas 5 thru 8:
PART B
Back Away, —, 2, —; Back, —, Cross (XIF), —; Roll,
—, 2 (to face), —; Together, —, 2, —;
From BUTTERFLY pos M steps bwd 2 slow
17
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steps twd COH L,
R (W steps bwd twd
WALL), —;
Again step L bwd, —, still facing ptr cross
18
R in front of L (W XIF) twd LOD, —;
19
In 2 slow steps roll slightly down LOD (M
L face, W R face) 1, — R and ending facing
ptr, —;
20
Walk twd ptr 2 slow steps L, R to end with
M's L and W's R hands joined with L hips
adjacent, —;
Change Sides Two-Step; To Face Two-Step; Backaway, —, 2, —; Back, —, Cross (IF), —;
21 22 Change sides in 2 two-steps (L, R, L, —; R,
L, R,—) with M turning L face (W turn R
face under his joined L hand and her R)
& end in BUTTERFLY pos M's back to WALL;
23
Step bwd 2 slow steps twd WALL L, R (W
bwd twd COH), —;
24
Again step bwd on 1, —, cross R in front of
L (RLOD) (W XIF) still facing ptr, —;
Roll (RLOD to face), —, 2, —; Together, —, 2, —;
Change Sides Two-Step; To Face Two-Step;
25
In 2 slow steps roll slightly RLOD (M L
face, W R face) L,
R & end facing ptr, —;
Walk twd ptr 2 slow steps L, R to end
26
with M's L hand and W's R joined and L
hips adjacent, —;
27 28 Change sides in 2 two-steps (L, R, L,
—; R, L, R, —) with M turning L face ( W R
face under joined hands M's L and W's R)
to end in BUTTERFLY pos M's back to COH;
Slow Vine, — 2, —; 3, —, 4, —; (CP) Turn TwoStep; Turn Two-Step (to Bfly);
29 30 In BUTTERFLY pos do a slow grapevine
LOD swd L, —, cross R in back (W XIB),
—; swd on L, —, cross R in front (W XIF),
-

-

-

Assuming CLOSED pos do 2 R face turning
two-steps and end in BUTTERFLY pos with
M's back to COH:
DANCE GOES THRU THREE TIMES PLUS ENDING
Ending: (SCP) Fwd Two-Step; Two-Step; (Vine)
Side, —, Behind, Side, —, Point, —;
4 Meas At the end of Meas 32 third time thru
blend to SEMI-CLOSED pos and do 2 fwd
two-steps LOD: facing ptr (M's L hand and
W's R joined) do a slow vine in 3 steps swd
L, —, cross R (I B) (W XIB), —; side L,
change hands and point R twd ptr and
ack as music ends, —.
31 32
-

BREAK
By Sie Watson, Phoenix, Arizona
Four ladies chain
One and three square thru
Four hands round to the outside two
Go right and left thru
Dive thru pass thru
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Balance up and back
Ends around one
Cast off three quarters
Do a right and left thru
With the opposite two
Turn your girl slide thru
Ladies lead to a dixie spina
To an allemande left
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STARS GALORE
By Ken Ehrhardt, Scottsdale, Arizona
One and three make a right hand star
Turn it once around
Back by the left to the corner
With a right and left thru
Dive thru pass thru
Right and left thru the outside two
Dive thru pass thru
Star by the left hand
With the outside two
Go one full turn
Allemande left

CIRCULATE YOU DO
By Gene Pearson, Groves, Texas
Head two couples square thru
Four hands and when you
Do sa do the outside two
Make an ocean wave and rock
All eight circulate
Then swing thru two by two
All eight circulate and rock
Swing thru two by two
Right and left thru and turn your Sue
Dive thru, pass thru
To a left Allemande
SINGING CALL*
WISH YOU WERE HERE
By Singin' Sam Mitchell, Lansing, Mich.
Record: Kalox 1068, Flip Instrumental with
Singin' Sam Mitchell
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, and ENDING
Join hands and circle to the left with all your
might
Allemande the corner turn your partner by the
right
Now the men star left
In the middle of the ring go once around the land
Come on back and box the gnat
And do a wrong way grand
Hand over hand when you meet your maid
Everybody swing then promenade
When you're dancing with those other guys
I miss you so my dear
Wish you were here wish you were here
FIGURE
Head two couples promenade
Halfway round the floor
Sides star thru pass thru circle four
Side men break and make a line
Move up to the middle and back
You pass thru wheel and deal
And substitute like that
And then you square thru
Three quarters to the corner lady swing
Swing that lady round and round
And then you promenade
When you're dancing with those other guys
I miss you so my dear
Wish you were here wish you were here
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides, Ending
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GEORGE ELLIOTT'S

T

selects the theme,
"Wagon Wheel Spin" from his notebook of
the traditional and dresses it up in today's fanciest square dance costume. You'll enjoy these
workshop samples which we guarantee will reactivate your nostalgia glands.
HIS MONTH GEORGE

Allemande left and a right to your dears
A wagon wheel spin but strip the gears
Catch her by the left for an allemande thar
Boys back up but not too far
Shoot that star to the next little dear
A wagon wheel spin but strip the gears
Catch her by the left for a do pa so
Her by the left and the corner right
Back to her a left hand swing
Gents star right go across the ring
Turn the opposite lady a left allemande
Partners all a right and left grand
Allemande left and a right to your dears
A wagon wheel spin but strip the gears
Gents star left go cross the town
Turn the opposite lady a right hand round
Go to the corner and swat the flea
Box the gnat with the same old she
And pull her by
On to the next and swat the flea
Box the gnat with the same old she
Pull her by
There's old corner a left allemande
Partners all a right and left grand.
Forward eight and back to town
Four ladies chain three quarters round
You turn the girl don't take all night
Girls go left boys go right
To the next little dear
A wagon wheel spin but strip the gears
Go to your corner and do pa so
Her by the left go all the way around
New corner right as you come down
Back to her and allemande thar
Boys back up a right hand star
Shoot that star and find your own
Promenade eight go all theway home
Allemande left and a right to your dears
A wagon wheel spin but strip the gears
Gents star left go cross the town
Turn the oposite lady a right hand around
Allemande left and the gentlemen star
Ladies stay right where you are
Same girl
Allemande left and a right to own
A full turn around with the gal from home
Gents star left go cross the town
Turn the oposite lady a right hand round
Allemande left and the gentlemen star
Ladies stay right where you are
Allemande left and a right to your dears
A wagon wheel spin but strip the gears
Catch her by the right go right and left grand
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Allemande left and a right to your dears
A wagon wheel spin but strip the gears
Gents star left go cross the town
Turn the opposite lady a right hand round
Once and a half to the right hand doe
For a left elbow
One full turn to the right hand dear
For a wagon wheel spin but strip the gears
Catch her by the right go right and left grand
Allemande left and a right to your dears
A wagon wheel spin but strip the gears
Step right in behind your maid
In single file you promenade
Gals roll back and weave the ring
All the way round till you meet again
A right hand swing go all the way around
And allemande left when you come down
Go right and left grand.
Allemande left and a right to your dears
A wagon wheel spin but strip the gears
Catch her by the left for a do pa so
Her by the left and corner by the right
Her by the left for an allemande thar
Boys back up a right hand star
Pass nose to nose in a half sashay
A wrong way grand go round that way
Hand over hand go round the ring
Meet your own right elbow swing
All the way round
And allemande left when you come down
Partners all go right and left grand.
One and three go forward and back
Same four square thru go all the way around
Go four hands and when you come down
Find your corner a wrong way than
Boys back up a left hand star
Spread that star but not too much
Box the gnat and throw in the clutch
Go twice around on a heel and toe
Same old gal hook a right elbow
All the way around
Gents star left go cross the town
With the opposite lady
A wagon wheel spin but strip the gears
Catch her by the left for a do pa so
Her by the left and the corner right
Her by the left for an allemande thar
Boys back up a right hand star
Shoot that star go all the way around
A right to your corner pull her thru
Then allemande left like you always do
Partner right a right and left grand.

SLIDE THRU WHO
By Mac McCullar, San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Two and four half sashay
Slide two slide thru
Slide thru with the outside two
Pass thru
Wheel and deal two by two
Slide thru
Two ladies chain across
Four ladies chain three quarters round
Left allemande
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GENE'S WHEEL AND DEAL
By Gene Wilkinson, Dawson Creek, B.C., Canada
Heads to the right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Centers in cast off three quarters
Pass thru wheel and deal
Double pass thru
First two left, second two right
Star thru, double pass thru
First couple left, second couple right
Cross trail thru
Left Allemande
WAVE AND CHAIN
By Sam Gibson, Oakland, California
One and three half square thru
Do sa do with outside two
All way around to ocean wave
Balance up, back
End two ripple the wave
Ends run
All four couples wheel to face
Eight chain thru, go cross the floor
Hurry boys we'll dance some more
Long way over, long way back
When you're straight, dive thru
Pass thru
Allemande left

SINGING CALL*
OPEN UP YOUR HEART
By Tommy Stoye, San Diego, California
Record: Mac Gregor 2011, Flip Instrumental with
Tommy Stoye
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Join hands and circle to the left around you go
Do allemande left your own a do-sa-do
The men star by the left
And turn it round the land
Do-sa-do your girl and weave the ring
Open up your heart and let my love come in
Do-sa-do that girl and promenade the land
Your long and lonely nights
I will bring to an end when you
Open up your heart and let my love come in
FIGURE
Head couples promenade half way round you go
Move into the middle and a
Right and left thru and turn the girl
Star thru and square thru three quarters
Go split two go round one
And make a line of four
Star thru and partners trade
And with that corner swing
Do allemande left then promenade the ring
Your long and lonely nights
I will bring to an end
When you open up your heart and let my love
come in
TAG:
When you open up your heart
And let my love come in
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides, Ending
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ROUND OFF
By Otto Degner, Farmington, New Mexico
Heads to right circle to line
Pass thru, round off
Double pass thru
Centers in cast off three quarters
Pass thru wheel and deal
Centers turn thru
Left turn thru the outside two
Centers pass thru, centers in
Cast off three quarters
Pass thru, round off
Double pass thru
Centers in cast off three quarters
Pass thru wheel and deal
Centers turn thru
Left turn thru the outside two
Centers pass thru, centers in
Cast off three quarters
Cross trail thru
Left Allemande

SINGING CALL *
THERE'S A SQUARE DANCE HERE TONIGHT
By Jim Mayo, So. Acton, Massachusetts
Record: Scope 501, Flip Instrumental with
Jim Mayo
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Join hands and circle left
At the square dance here tonight
You circle all the way you know
Until you get back home
Turn your partner left a do paso
Then corner by the right
Your partner by the left and then
All four ladies chain
You chain the girls across
And then you chain them back
You chain them right back home again
And promenade the track
To the square dance here tonight
To the square dance here tonight
You swing this pretty little girl
At the square dance here tonight
FIGURE
Heads square thru you know
Four hands will make it right
And then you make a right hand star
And turn it once tonight
Change hands come back by the left
A left hand star on back
Now the men turn around left allemande
And do-sa-do at home
Go out to the corner lady
You swing her high and low
Left allemande a new corner
Come home and promenade
To the square dance here tonight
To the square dance here tonight
You're going to dance with friendly folk
At the square dance here tonight
TAG:
We're very glad that you all came
To the square dance here tonight
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides, Ending
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CALLERS: Oa*

has produced

these items with YOU in mind
ILLUSTRATED BASIC MOVEMENTS IN SQUARE DANCING 1965-66 REVISION
Many callers give one of these booklets to each member of their learners class, an
excellent and simple teaching help. Contains 71 illustrations on all the popular basic
movements used today.
15c each — $10.00 per 100 postpaid

NEW BASIC CHECKLISTS
Companion piece to the Basic
Movements booklet helps you
keep track of your teaching progression.
12 for 35c postpaid

INDOCTRINATION HANDBOOK
Helps you to start the new
dancers off on the right foot, an
excellent stimulant to correct
square dance teaching.
$10.00 per 100
15c each
postpaid

INDOCTRINATION
ur
HANDBOOK

—

SQUARE at ROUND DANCE DIPLOMAS
Graduation time? These make excellent
awards for the new dancer just finishing
his lessons.
10c each
min. order of 10 — State type
Add 20c postage with each order
—

sy.

■

yrov r401::ni
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VALUABLE HANDBOOKS
Youth in Square Dancing
Story of Square Dancing
Square Dancing Party Fun
Club Organization
Publicity Handbook
Square Dancers Guide
35c each postpaid
MO 1= MIR MI MI NM INN I= MI MEI

ORDER CHECK LIST
ITEM

QUANTITY

Publicity Handbook
Illus. Basic. Movements
of Square Dancing
Indoctrination Handbook
Club Organization
Handbook
Youth in Square Dancing
Story of Square Dancing
Planning Square Dance
Party Fun
Square Dancers Guide
Green Sleeves (Min.
order of 100)
Basic Check Lists
(for callers), 12 sheets
SID Diplomas
(Min. order of 10)
R/D Diplomas
(Min. order of 10)

I

Total Amount
(Enclosed)

STURDY SLEEVES FOR
YOUR 7" RECORDS
Used by Professionals everywhere. Made of heavy duty
paper — long lasting.
Minimum order
100 for $5.00 postpaid
IM NM
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SETS IN ORDER, 462 No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048

FREE

THREE EP HOEDOWN RECORDS

Six of Sunny Hills all-time hoedown favorites remastered so that each lasts longer than five minutes
pressed on to three quality 7" 45RPM records.
Free with each New or Renewal Subscription to Sets
Renew II
in Order. Please check one: New
Subscription Rate USA and Canada, $5.00 U.S. Funds
Subscription Rate Foreign Countries, $5.80 U.S. Funds

Name
Address
City and State
ZIP CODE

(Continued from page 3)
where, in the Walk-Thru you printed, "Attracting People to Square Dancing." We can never
thank you enough for this very fine job. We
still get notes from our friends around the
square dance world so we feel that this type
of material is really beneficial to all square
dancers.
A footnote: the people from our latest class,
which started in January with 9 squares, are
almost ready to try their wings with the club...
Earl & Katie Sollers
The Centennials Club—Wichita, Kans.
Dear Editor:
My wife and I had not danced since our
school days (about 40 years) but when we
moved into a new town and found they had
square dance classes planned, we were some
of the first to enroll ... Now we must say that,
"Square dancing is the greatest thing that
could happen to two people." So—I am proTnnting qqiin rp riAnoing pvpryvvilpre.
I will send a supply of square dance stickers
FREE to anyone who will write and send me
his name and address and a 5-cent stamp. Each
person will receive about 50 stickers which
read—SQUARE DANCING IS FUN.

In this day of crime, disrespect, etc., the best
thing we can do is promote square dancing.
Thru dancing there are so many great feelings.
Think what it means—to hold the girl's hand
and bow. Think of the companionship of promenading, the thrill of the beat in the music, the
cooperation with the others in the square, the
exchange of smiles. Man, it is great
Fred W. Sheill SS#1
33735 Alta Lorna Dr.
Farmington, Mich. 48024
Dear Editor:
I think Sets in Order's Club Organization
Handbook is one of the best guides to setting
up a club, to assisting a caller to get a group
started and perhaps even an association .
Patrick J. Flynn
Idaho Falls, Ida.
Dear Editor:
Due to the war in Vietnam, more and more
military and civilians are being sent here to
Guam, For those sliarp dancers pxpepting to

come here, we'd like them to know that we
have three active clubs in the island—Gecko
Squares on Naval Station, Flying Squares at
Naval Air Station and Tradewinds at Anderson
Air Force Base. So bring those western shirts

7/604 diadvagtod__
WE MANUFACTURE PETTICOATS
ONLY—FOR ALL OCCASIONS—
SPECIALIZING IN PETTICOATS
FOR THE SQUARE DANCER—
LONG FORMAL BOUFFANTS
FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION AND FOR LODGES

Mona's Nationally Known House
of Bouffant Petticoats
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Sizes:
Petite, S, M, L, XL
(Please give waist,
hip and length)
Order by mail
Add 50c for handling
HEAVY PLASTIC BAGS FOR
YOUR PETTICOAT. DOUBLE
DRAWCORD. MED OR LARGE.
$1.00 each, 3 for $2.50
4% Calif. Sales Tax

Mona of Hollywood
2822 Hyperion Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90027
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„„r

#310 —A LINED SLIP

Nice and full with tricot top and two
crisp nylon baby horsehair top skirts.
$14.95 Underskirt of nylon sheer to prevent
4% Calif.
scratching. All 3 skirts trimmed with
Sales Tax
matching lace and Satin binding finish.
Colors: White
Hot Pink
Pink
Aqua
Please
send
Blue
Red
for
our
Lilac
Black
free
brochures With matching lace & binding finish
--
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and full-skirted dresses with you. We are waiting to square it up.
We thought you might also like to know that
on Naval Station we give away a subscription
to Sets in Order each party night.
Colleen Rumble
Guam
Dear Editor:
Cora and I would like to congratulate you
and the staff at Sets in Order for the truly fine
job you did on your Canada Centennial issue.
This confirms our opinion that your magazine
is the best in the field.
Roy Haslund
Winnipeg, Man., Canada
Dear Editor:
Thanks for all the "Helps" given in Sets in
Order. We need new ideas all the time for
parties, stunts, club helps of all kinds . . . We
have been a subscriber to Sets in Order since
1956 and have received wonderful information
and ideas from it throughout the years.
Bob & Doris Stone
Melbourne Beach, Florida
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Ottawa Square Dance Association and the square dancers of the Ottawa

area, may we congratulate you on the salute to
Canada's Centennial included in the January,
1967, issue of Sets in Order. As usual, when
you undertake a project, you carried this one
thru in magnificent fashion . . .
Catherine E. McMorran
Ottawa, Ont., Canada
Dear Editor:
Now about the January issue of Sets in
Order, we are thrilled beyond words with the
coverage you have given square dancing in
Canada for the Centennial Year. Obviously a
lot of hard work and time has gone into this
and I'm sure all square dancers will be as
pleased as we are and use this as a guide all
thru Centennial Year . . .
Howard and Phyllis McDonald
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Dear Editor:
...I very much enjoyed the Sets in Order
depicting the Canadian scene. I am sure that
the movement in Canada will grow because of
it. It is interesting to look back at some of the
old issues of Sets in Order and see how much
the movement has grown on a world-wide basis
over the past five years. I feel that Sets in Order has made a big contribution to this and it

TRANSAMIKE & TRANSATUNER

9"x 5"x 23/4"
high

Wireless

The MICROPHONE OF THE SPACE AGE
6"x 1 1/4"
dia.

Absolutely No Wires Attached

CONSTANT VOLUME —
NO FEEDBACK
This marvelous instrument transmits at constant volume
level, either 2' in front of loudspeaker with no feedback problems or up to 400' from tuner with no change
in volume. Callers will increase their dance success and
have the pleasure of trouble-free voice command. The
thrill of your dance career will be climaxed with the
possession of a Transamike. The high quality tuner
receives the signal from your Transamike and feeds it
to your present sound system. Weight of the microphone is less than a pound.
Write us for free, illustrated brochure
(Distributors' inquiries welcome)

EXTENDED SOUND
Ross Crispino & Paul Hatch
P.O. BOX 384, NAMPA, IDAHO 83651
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FOR CALLERS
INSTRUCTORS
TEACHERS

Tuner to input of
P.A. System
via patch cord

This system consists of: Microphone (wireless), Neck
Harness for using mike in lavalier operation, Tuner
w/ antenna, Patch Cord.
The TRANSAMIKE and TRANSATUNER complete
with everything you need to update your system
to the space age sound for $350.00.
DEALERS:

AQUA BARN
/2
Westlake
Ave., N. Seattle, Wash. 98109
12301
CALLERS SUPPLY COMPANY
P.O. Box 48547, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048
DECKER'S RECORDS
E. 3936 —17th Ave., Spokane, Wash. 99203
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES & STUDIO
3600 —33rd Ave., Sacramento, Calif. 95824
MANNING SMITH
113 Walton, College Station, Texas
THE PROMENADE SHOP
2415 Parchmount, Kalamazoo, Mich. 49004

Send for your Asilomar brochure —Now — 43

augurs well for the future .
Peter King
Shepperton, Mdsx., England
Dear Editor:
. . . In my last several square dance classes
have included teaching two simple round
dances, Left Footers One Step and Stepping
Easy. This practice has proven to be a welcome change of pace from the square dance
drills and I believe the graduates from these
classes are more tolerant of round dancers in
general. In many cases they are eager to take
a full course of round dance lessons from a
full-time round dance instructor and I encourage them in this. It has always been my feeling that round dancing and square dancing
complement each other . .
Phil and Ellen Noland
Phillips, Texas
Dear Editor:
Here is a short note about drop-outs and
those needing more practice. We decided to
rent a hall for every Wednesday evening for
a month, then passed out information. We had
no sponsor of any kind; donations paid for the
hall rent. We had an open book for signing
in and a caller free, also coffee and cookies. It

worked as a workshop for learning and dancing, with help coming from club members in
the area who wished to do so. The idea has
been successful . . .
Marvin Hart
Paducah, Ky.
Dear Editor:
I want to blow the S.I.O. horn and to say
that no other source of square dance information is more complete or interesting to me as
a caller. The new material and record reports
are invaluable but even more important is the
continuing emphasis placed on the spirit of
square dancing. This spirit we keep talking
about has been defined many times but it all
boils down to the same thing— friendliness.
Bill Wright
San Antonio, Texas
Dear Editor:
Our caller-organizer-instructor Dale Cramer,
a Navy photographer's mate first, comes from
the State of Wisconsin, a place indeed noted
for square dancing. He is doing a first class job
and is helped by his wife, Mary . . The first
meeting and dance was held January 8 with
11 couples showing up, none of them knowing
much about square dancing. Our second meet-

NEW RELEASES
No. 4873 "HAPPY TRACKS"
Called by Chuck Raley

BRAND

DS
RO
UN
NEW

No. 4724 - AFFECTIONATELY
By Ben & Julie Bennett

UP'N UP'N UP
By Chuck & Kitty King

No. 4725 - TAKE ME
By Ed & June Temple

MY IDEAL
By Hi & Cookie Gibson
5530 NORTH ROSEMEAD BLVD. * TEMPLE CITY, CALIFORNIA 91780
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HOW TO TEACH MODERN SQUARE DANCING

No Caller Should Be Without

Starting a Square Dance Class?

This Series On

Callers! This Book was Written for YOU
Complete and Easy-to-Use 175-Page Manual Includes

MODERN SQUARE DANCE

• OUTLINE OF 30 PROVEN LESSONS
• PROGRAM FOR EACH CLASS NIGHT
• HOW TO TEACH BASIC IN DETAIL
■
DRILLS IN EACH BASIC
• SIMPLE SINGING CALL FIGURES
• FULL INDEX
• $8.00 POSTPAID
Send check or inquiry to

CHOREOGRAPHY
Know what happens in the square when
you call each basic

12 issues mailed 1 per month —$6.50 Postpaid

Jay King, P.O. Box 462, Lexington, Mass. 02173

ing brought in another two couples . . .
Here at Keflavik, Iceland, there is a limited
amount of recreation and square dancing offers
a new experience to those who never before
participated . . . The name of our organization
is the Keflavik Squares and we hope later to
have a group of Icelandic folk dancers visit us.
George Cates, j01-USN
Keflavik, Iceland
Dear Editor:
Concerning a big Thank You to our Sgt.
Maj. Carl Voltz. Time has come around for

Carl and his family to return to the States. He's
been a most wonderful teacher, caller and
friend. People love his warm feeling. All in all
he is a great guy; we shall certainly miss him.
Carl gave lessons here to German classes as
well as Americans . . .
Trude Schlegel
Berlin, Germany
Dear Editor:
On page 36 of the February Sets in Order
you mentioned a set of teaching records by
Bob Ruff . . . You also mention a new series of

SQUARE DANCE and
WESTERN SHOP

She'll SWING with SPRING in a pert
new Square Dance Fashion.
Floral print of 100% dacron
combined with solid color of
white nylon lace gives unique
effect on the 6 gore, 6 yd.
swing skirt and on the puff
sleeve blouse. The belt is
finished with a snappy bow.
Colors: aqua-pink-yellow
Dress sizes: Jr. 5-15

#04610

$31.95

Misses 6-20

Fashioned of 100% dacron
polyester crepe, this dance
frock says, "Dance"! Wide,
rose patterned lace is used
on the 3-tier, 6 yd. swing
skirt and on the perky puff
sleeves. Zipper closing
Colors: Candy pink, yellow,
mint, lilac, aqua, French
Blue and white.
Spec. meas. dresses—$3.00
Sizes over 20 —
20% additional.

Please allow about 3 wks. for delivery.

$29.95

Please add 500 for orders under $10.00. Canadian customers please add $1.00 mailing charge.

8315 Wornall Road, Kansas City, Mo. 64114 • Phone Highland 4-3110 • Open Thurs. eves.
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WESTERN POLYESTER
SHIRTS—NO IRON!
$8.98 (add 75c post)

TUE. AND THUR.
11-7
WED. & FRI.
'T11. 9:30

Plain Colors—White—Blue—Tan—Gold—Mint
NEW-1. White with Silver Motif on shoulder
2. Black with Silver Motif
3. Oxford Cloth Polyester
Green—Blue—Pink
Also stripes and tweeds in Tan and Blue
Sizes 14 thru 18 Sleeves 32-36
$9.98 (add 75c post.)
(HAVE MOBILE STORE — WILL TRAVEL)

Pr..

-4,.--)c)

." •L'ij.Ilk- 41.
tlet-'-1,4 AA
tj " '
NEW—The latest fashion in Pretty Pants
&O. 16* 4'.• 1,.6
"SA '41. 4.4 .."..._,
.
"4.0' A...1M .40 Alt 01
M ....... --,..k.',:1,.....
Lots of lace ruffles (10 rows min.)
V Ai AA AA- , , 1 ...).3 ''..) A'" 4040
in S-M-L on velvet crepe nylon.
AA -wwift &V e„),..i - -AL.".
,-- _Jo-4-6In the WILDEST spring colors.
....
-r^.". AA ...,, kitA
Orange, Lemon, Lime, Hot Pink, Red
Black and White
Shorter Length $3.98 Longer Length $5.98 (add 60c post.)

Ruth E. deTurk

Reuel A. deTurk

1606 Hopmeadow St., Simsbury, Conn. 06070 • Phone (203) 658-9417

teaching records being recorded by him. I assume the new set is to replace the former ones.
If they are available now I would like to know
about them— and the price.
Mrs. Joe York
Garden City, Kansas
The series of teaching records mentioned in
Sets is brand new. The first album contains approximately 7 pages of instructional material for
the teacher. It will sell for $5.95 and you can get
it from us and eventually from local dealers. Just
be sure to ask for the NEW Bob Ruff series.
Editor

Dear Editor:
Thank you for your wonderful magazine and
records. I always enjoy the Sets in Order magazine and "18" LP record. According to the
"On the Record and Records Report" of S.I.O.
I don't think all record is reported, especially
hoedown record. We Japanese cannot try at
hearing the new records at a records shop for
there is not records shop who deal in square
dance records in Japan. The Sets in Order
Magazine is the only thing to know the tempo
and key and comments, etc. of new records.

fits perfects...feels wonderful!
Hinote Creations are designed
for your dancing comfort.
Made of fine kid leather, they
are available in styles and
colors to match or contrast
your square dance dresses.
Hinotes are the most comfortable square dance shoe, and
are sized to fit your foot.
Try them, you'll enjoy them.
WRITE FOR A
FREE CATALOG

The Festivals 100
Available in colors, $5.95
Gold or Silver, $9.95

The Promenade Pump
Available in colors, $6.95
Gold or Silver, $9.95

When ordering, draw your right foot on white paper
Include style, color and 350 for handling
326l Flushing Road I Flint, Michigan 48504
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INSTANT RECORD SERVIC

Our truck goes to the Post Office every hour to give y
this Instant Record Service. 99% of our orders a
shipped the same day they are received. We have t
biggest stack of Square and Round Dance Records
the U. S. — over a quarter of a million. Drop in a
count 'em sometime.

FOR EMERGENCY SERVICE
YOU MAY PHONE AREA CODE (201) 622-0025
AND RECEIVE
PROMPT AIR MAIL SHIPMENT.
.

AIR MAIL NEEDLE SERVICE
DIAMOND NEEDLE

$3

BOGEN

DIAMOND CARTRIDGE

56

Fv pu 51 TTrraannsicsrtioprtiizoend Play

SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR

PROFESSIONAL CALLERS
COVERAGE UP TO
200 PLUS SQUARES
The VP5O — an all transistor, completely
portable, professional transcription player.
Professional construction gives you a tool
capable of continuous duty over long
periods of time with a minimum of attention and servicing. High Fidelity . Unique
Precise AutoVariable Speed Control
matic Cueing
. you ge t all this and
more with the VP5O! Remember, Bogen
means the utmost in sound and music reproduction.

LIST PRICE $332.25
CALLER'S$249.2 5
PRICE
if YOUR CHECK ACCOMPANIES ORDER
WE PAY THE FREIGHT

PHONE (201) 622-0024

•

DANCE
RECORD
CENTER
•
•
•

. •

II • •

I

WE PAY AIR MAIL POST

SQUARE DANCE and WESTERN SHOP
MESQUITE PANTS
THE WONDER PANT FOR SQUARE DANCING

DECTALENE SHIRTS

Super Mesquite-65% dacron and 35% cotton. Western cut. Guaranteed for one
year against rips and tears.
Wash or dry clean. Available in black, tan or brown.
$10.95. Sizes 28 to 50.

Absolutely need no ironing.
Wonderful for traveling.
White, Tan, Blue.
Sizes 141/2 to 171/2.
Sleeve length (32 to 36 up to
size 16, 33 to 36 i nsizes 161/2
to 171/2) $9.95.

Please add 500 for orders under $10.00. Canadian customers please add $1.00 mailing charge.

8315 Worm11 Road, Kansas City, Mo. 64114
Would you please report all hoedown, too?
Yasakazu Minoura
Hiraoka City, Osaka-fu, Japan
Dear Minoura San, we try to review every hoedown that we receive and we feel we do get a
majority of them. Editor

Dear Editor:
Our Square Dance Society will be entering
a float in the Waratah Festival Parade to be
held here in Sydney later this year. Would any
square dance club which has entered floats in
parades be kind enough to send us any useful

■
Phone

Highland 4-3110 • Open Thurs. eves.

information they have on building a nice
square dance float? Thank you very much.
Tom McGrath
Square Dance Society of N.S.W.
Box 1430, G.P.O., Sydney, N.S.W., Australia
ROUND DANCE CLASSIC IN OHIO
The Toledo Square Dance Callers Assn.
chose Cape Cod Waltz as the Round Dance
Classic of 1966. This lovely and enduring
dance was written by the Larry Jessens of
California and came out on the Windsor label.
It proves the good ones last.

Red Bates calls...

"LIVE & LOVE
Dick Cary took this "rip roaring" country tune
and played it in a wild Dixieland swing.
Red produced the action packed square dance call.

HI-HAT 346
WALTZ

TWO-STEP

A smooth and easy routine to the

Bouncy music plus a short and easy
dance to "Don't Fence Me In."

German folk song "Die Lorelei."

"FENCE ME NOT"

"DARLING"
Dance by Merl & Delia Olds
Los Angeles, Calif.

Dance by Bill & Lila Bruner
Paramount, Calif.

HI-HAT 837
MERL OLDS
BOX 69833
Los ANGE1ES CAtIF 90069
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NAME BADGES

LE2
©IY VPATI
HITH

NAME ONLY, TOWN A0c
AND/OR CLUB
Any state shape, with name and town 80c ea.
WRITE FOR A NEW FULL LIST OF
ACTIVITY BADGES AND NEW BROCHURES

Ron Thornton —Woodstock, Ont., Canada
ALLER RON THORNTON and his wife Marie
C have found, over the nearly 11 years that
they have been square dancing, that their horizons have broadened immeasurably. If anyone
had told me when we started that we would
be traveling many miles to many new places
in the interests of square dancing, I would not
have believed it," Ron declares.
Ron's was a fortunate background; he has
had considerable training in piano, instrumental bass and voice which made the calling
come easier. Round dancing is a great interest,
too, and Ron believes it belongs with square
dancing. "Remove one and the other becomes
unsatisfying," he says.
The Woodstock Y Promenaders was the club
where Ron first started to call and he is still
calling for them after 9 years. He calls regularly for two other clubs and teaches classes
in both round and square dancing. From September to June he has C.M.A. (Callers Mutual
Assistance), which meets in his home. In addition he still has time for calling dates from
Toronto to Detroit.
Ron was an original committee member on
the South Western Ontario Square Dance Assn.
and is a past president. He is also an active
member of the S.W.O.S.D.A. Callers Clinic.
A recording artist for the TOP label, Ron has

97.440-ea04;1. %fa

We make and design any shape
badge. Enclose sketch and quantity
of initial order for our prices.
Write for brochure for full information

A TO Z ENGRAVING CO.
P.O. Box 345, Wauconda,IlI. 60084

We make ONE thing
But GOOD!
THE FINEST QUALITY, POPULAR PRICED
SQUARE DANCE SHOE IN ALL AMERICA.
MADE OF SOFT, LIGHT, FLEXIBLE
CHOICE LEATHER.

Gordon's PROMENADE Shoe
ye*

■The only shoe of its kind in
all widths A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE
* Cushion insoles
• Good Lookin —Smartly
Styled —Trim — Neat—
Eye catching design
• Popular priced
—

$13.95

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 Palm Ave.
Hialeah, Florida

• We pay postage anywhere.

P.O. Box 841—Z1P 33011

ESTES PARK, COLORADO

presents

...FRANK LANE ...caning
the very finest ... modern, western ..

SQUARE DANCING
4 DAYS EACH WEEK — JUNE 1 6th THRU SEPTEMBER 4th, 1967

LABOR DAY WEEKEND
EACH WEDNESDAY
SUNDAY MATINEE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY
2:30 '1115:00 P.M.
8:30 P.M. 'til 1 1 :30 P.M.
8:30-11:30
(Round Dance Workshop .
2 P.M.
FOR BROCHURE WRITE FRANK LANE, P.O. BOX 1382, ESTES PARK, COLORADO 80517
FOR ACCOMMODATIONS WRITE ESTES PARK CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
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"COMING TO COLUMBUS, OHIO"

JACK O'LEARY— from Massachusetts

Booking for August 1967 only, in Columbus and vicinity
Rates & Dates: Jack O'Leary, 71 Lancashire Road, Springfield, Mass.
3 records in circulation. He and Marie attend
as many square dance institutes and festivals
as they can manage and for the past two years
have been on the staff at Greenbush Square
Dance Vacation in Northern Michigan.
Ron is employed by day as Sales Manager
for an automobile sales firm. The Thorntons
have three children of whom the eldest, Gary,
and his bride are avid square dancers. The two
younger Thorntons, Jon and Barbara, are interested in athletics and ballet lessons, respectively.

OUR DANCING FUTURE
By Laurel Bryan—Homesville, Md.
Spring has sprung, or so they say;
There's plenty of dancing in the month of May;
And summer's coining when travel's strong
And institutes dance you all week long.
it's pretty exciting just to hear
The plans for our next dance seasons this year,
So polish the boots and drip-dry the dresses;
Take off into dancing; get rid of the stresses.

TB: UNOMISIIABLES!

scarlet
black
white
pastel blue
pink

The sensational
original square
dance petticoats that
simply won't "go flat." More bounce
to the ounce . .. crispness not affected by
washing. Custom-designed and customsized in extra fine, extra stiff nylon mesh.
Adjustable waistband. Send waistline
measurement and length desired. Solid
color $14.95*. Multi-color $24.95*., Sissy
pants shaped to body pattern ...won't ride
up. Top quality nylon tricot stretch. In
petticoat colors with 14 yds. matching or
multi-color lace. S-M-L. $7.95*. Patents
pending on both designs.
*plus tax on California orders. Send check or C.O.D.
Ten day money-back guarantee. Add $1 handling
charge on out-of-state orders (petticoats only).
Phone: 646-4504

orchid
maize
aqua
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PROMENADE PETTICOATS
2554 Elden, Costa Mesa, Calif. 92627
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BROW TOWELS

1mi

ti

TOWEL COLORS: White., pink,
rose, orchid, turquoise, It. blue,
It. green, yellow, orange, red,
royal blue, dk, green,
gold and brown —
ALL WITH BLACK
HAND SCREENED
dancers or squares

WHITE TOWELS
with dancers or squares
in bright red, royal blue,
royal purple, brown or green
Guaranteed washable
No Fade
Please give second choice of color

ATTENTION:

NEW!

!UREIC

TOWEL HOLDER
AT LAST ! THE IDEAL TOWEL HOLDER

SPECl/
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
Towel Holder and
Towel. Your choice
of color and
towel design

The narrow Feather piece snaps around the belt.
The metal piece is the width of the towel and
has teeth to hold towel; teeth will not cut.
Available in Black, Brown or Tan
Choice of Gold or Silver metal carts

$1.75
Including postage

$1.50

The MAREIE Co.
Box 371, Champaign, Illinois

All items on this page are sold wholesale to Bona Fide Dealers. Write for prices.

SQUARE DANCE STORES

RO IND DANCE TERMS ACCEPTED
In an effort to smooth the way for both
writing up and teaching round dances, panels
are set up at the National Conventions to discuss and pass on acceptable terms for the dance
steps. At the Indianapolis Convention last year
the following were decided upon: CORTE( To be used in Tango descriptions only) — Iii
Closed position clip backward on the left foot,
flexing the knee (W forward on the R);
SWIVEL—A step usually taken on the ball of
the foot with the motion of the next step or

body movement causing the foot to turn or
pivot at the point of contact; HITCH—A series
of steps in which the first one moves either
forward or backward with the next step a
close-step to reverse direction of motion. The
following step would then be in the opposite
direction from the initial step. If more steps
are desired every other step would be a close
step to again reverse direction of motion. Qualifying words may be required to designate the
number of steps and/or direction of starting
motion.

Presents

"CAISSONS"
Dance written and called by Dan Schmeizer,
author of many of your favorit6 Square Dances,
to a familiar and exciting military tune.

N 'OT 201 Flip Inst.

Dan Sehmeizer

AVAILABLE at your favorite S: /D Deafer

Do you have need for proven records for:
Schools, Classes, Beginning Callers, One Nite Stands?
Write for a Catalog of proven records to
NEW OLD TIMER RECORDS P.O. Box 64343, Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
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For fun and fashion!
True fit and authentic
styling in matching outfits and all accessories.
Send for new catalog today.

ROUND-ANGERS

Tom and Jean Cahoe—Sunnymead, Calif.

have dipped into many
j 68 S. Franklin St., Boston, Mass. 02110
facets of the round dance activity and enjoyed every one. Dancing has been a part of
NEW FUN BADGES!
their lives for as long as they can remember. It
was in 1956, however, that they turned to
square dancing, going thru a square dance
class in which they were also introduced to
round dancing. For 6 years they continued to CALLERS REVENGE CAMPER DANCER
STAGE COACH
square and round dance, then became inter(Our hot new 50-mile trip badge)
ested in the aspect of teaching rounds with a
WRITE FOR OTHERS
basic class in January, 1962. They now have
ALSO NAME BADGES FOR CLUBS
four classes a week, going from easy rounds
FAST SERVICE!
straight thru to more advanced dancing.
99 Wilcox Ave.
From the standpoint of organizational work,
the Cahoes are members of the Round Dance BEACON BADGE CO. Pawtucket, R. I. 02860
Teachers Assn. of So. Calif. of which Tom is
Past President and associate members of Cow
Counties Callers Assn. where they teach square
(lancers rounds at the monthly meetings.
Refreshment size (9"x 9")
50 in a package— 75c
Other elements adding to their busy schedLuncheon size
ule of the past 5 years have included teaching
(12"x12")
round dancing at Aft Linkletter's Sierra Dawn
50 in a
Estates in Hemet, Calif. for 23 years; a sumpackage — 85c
mer in Palm Springs teaching ballroom dancPostpaid
ing for the Parks & Recreation Dept.; being in
charge of the Round Dance Teachers Exhibition at the 13th National Convention in Long
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 9004$
Beach and acting as General Chairmen of the
462 N. ROBERTSON BLVD.

T

OM AND JEAN CAHOE

PARTY NAPKINS

The Keys To Calling
By Don Bell and Bob Dawson
A hard-bound textbook written exclusively for beginning or experienced
callers and teachers. Complete course with home study lessons. Rated
"Excellent" by top leaders.

$7.95

Includes postage and handling —Canadians add current exchange
Floridians add 3% sales tax—Air mail postage and handling add $2.00
Send check or money order to:

"THE KEYS TO CALLING" 1863 Alta Vista, Sarasota, Florida 33577
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SOMETHING DIFFERENT IN BADGES AND SQUARE DANCE JEWELRY
C9911.21/nog

p

(1,4

Caee,2
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Figures and lettering embedded in
lightweight plastic. Various colors
of background and type available.
Send sketch or idea for free sample.

A variety of colors and shapes to suit your taste.
Match your favorite outfit. Also matching Bolo
Slides for the men.
Write for jewelry brochure.

DeliRon Electronics

Box 364
Lemon Grove, California 90245

13th Annual RDTA Round Dance Roundup.
In the category of choreography, the Cahoes
have made a prolific contribution, starting in
1963. Their Apples and Bananas was presented
by them at the 14th National Convention in
Dallas and their latest are Lara for Hi-Hat and
So Softly, Softly for Sets in Order.
Besides the above, Tom and Jean have been
involved in the round dance phase of many
festivals in the Southwest and California and
have served on the staff of Winter Round-ACade in Pennsylvania. They seem to have the

Illeg SirrthirtJ

field well-covered — and enthusiastically.
GEMS FROM THE AREA PUBLICATIONS
From Hooleyann Whirl — South Dakota
One way to make that all-important announcement
CALLER: Barbara Ann
PROMENADING IN AT: 10:19 A.M., Sept. 21
OFFICIAL NIGHT OWL WEIGHED: 7 lbs., 10 ozs.
HEAD COUPLE : George Melbers
Beginners ( Sitting) Lessons begin at once.
Lunch will be furnished.

Everything for the Square Dancer

VERY VERY FULL

SHOW OFF THE BEAUTY OF
YOUR BOUFFANT SKIRTS
TRIPLE TIERED PETTICOAT
ALL BOTTOMS BOUND

Nylon Lace over two nylon net underskirts.
White/White Binding
White/Multi-Color Binding
Black/Black Binding
Cornflower Blue/Blue Binding
Hot Pink/ Pink Binding
Soft Pink/Soft Pink Binding
Orange/Orange Binding
Yellow/Yellow Binding
Turquoise/ Turquoise Binding
Red/Red Binding
Mint/Mint Binding
$5.95
Orchid/Orchid Binding
NEW . . . Rainbow Colored over two
white nylon net underskirts. Vivid
multi-colored binding on all skirts $6.95
NEW . . . Silver Lurex Lace over two
$9.95
white nylon net underskirts
Gold Lurex Lace over two
white nylon net underskirts
$9.95

Meg Sinshino
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Order by Mail
Add 35c for handling
(Please send for our
Free Catalog)
Sizes:
Petite-Small, Small, Medium,
Large, X-Large and Tall-Large
(Please give height, waist and hip
measurements)

119 Allen Street, Hampden, Mass. 01036
SETS

in ORDER, MAY, '67

NEW RELEASES

Jose says here are some shore shot 45's for all his buddies.

NEW ON KALOX
K-1070 HAPPY TRACKS Flip/Inst. Caller: Billy Lewis
K 1069 I USED TO LOVE YOU Flip/Inst. Caller: Harry Lackey
K 1068 WISH YOU WERE HERE Flip/Inst. Caller: Singin' Sam Mitchell
K 2001 LET'S DANCE Long Play Caller: C. 0. Guest
-

-

-

Also Another Great L.P. on KALOX
K 2000 THE BEST OF KALOX Long Play Caller: Singin` Sam Mitchell

* * *

-

HARRY
LACKEY

BILLY
LEWIS

NEW ON LONGHORN
LH 162 HONEY BEE Flip/Inst. Caller: Red Warrick
NINETEEN MINUTES TO GO Flip/Inst. Caller: Bill Peters
LH 161
LH-160 ROCKING SQUARE DANCE SHIP Flip/Inst. Caller: Vern Smith
-

-

SINGIN' SAM
MITCHELL

C. O.
GUEST

EXTRA SPECIAL: AFTER PARTY FUN WITH RAY BOHN
LH-502 HOT ROD CALLER, ROUND DANCE MAN Vocal & Music: Ray Bohn
Every caller, square dancer, RiD teacher and round dancer will want one of
these. Also watch for other AFTER PARTY RELEASES by Ray in coming months.
OTHER AFTER PARTY RELEASES BY RED WARRICK ON LONGHORN
LH-500 LET'S HAVE AN AFTER PARTY/OLD BUSTER
LH-501 OUR NEIGHBOR/BUSTER HAS ARRIVED
ALSO A GREAT L.P. BY RED
LH-600 AN EVENING OF TEXAS STYLE SQUARE DANCING
Caller: Red Warrick

BILL
PETERS

RED
WARRICK

NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO
B-223 HE'LL HAVE TO GO Two-Step by: Jo & Ed Freeman
BON BON Two-Step by: Fran & Oscar Schwartz

RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO
VERN
SMITH

RAY
BOHN

B-222 ALL MY LOVE Two-Step by Iry & Betty Easterday
HOMETOWN SWEETHEART Two-Step by Vaughn & Jean Parrish
B-221 THE RACE IS ON Two-Step by Don & Pete Hickman
LONESOME WALTZ Waltz by Al & Lee Woker
These records available at the dealers listed on pages 57 and 59

PRODUCED BY

KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
316 STARR STREET • DALLAS, TEXAS 7 5 2 0 3

(On the Record, continued from. page 6)

ARMETA
The Original Fun Club Badges
Send for list

ARMETA, Dept. M
12505 N.E. Fremont St.
Portland, Oregon 97230
VELCO
MEANS SAFETY

STOP

NO DUST— NO PARAFFIN
NO ABRASIVES
16 OZ. CAN SLO-DOWN
or
11 OZ. CAN SPEE-DUP

SLIPP-ERY
DANCE FLOOR
U S I

SVO•Milk

Plus
$1.95 (USA only)
Postage
$2.25 (in Canada)
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

By %leo

WRITE:

Johnny Velotta Supply
118 So. Lake St.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90057

DANCE WITH SAFETY

CATALOGUE

Patterns for
Square Dance Apparel
SEND 35c

AIRMAIL 45c

CANADA Send 10c extra
(No stamps or COD's)
VEE GEE PATTERN CO.
P. O. Box 1832, Dept. S
San Leandro, Calif. 94577

wAgta, RECORDS
"THE RECORD DESIGNED

WITH THE CALLER IN MIND"

thru — allemande — do-sa-do — promenade.
(Figure) Head (side) ladies chain — half sashay
—star thru — circle to a line — spin the top —
centers trade — box the gnat — pull by — swing
— promenade.
Comment: A tune that has been used a number of
times but is always good. The recording is excellent and the dance interesting. Rating:**

WHAT A GAL — Hi-Hat 345*
Tempo: 126
Range: High HC
Key: C
Low LC
Caller: Dick Weaver
Music: Western 2/ 4 — Clarinet, Piano, Trumpet,
Vibes, Drums, Bass, Banjo
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A lively dance with very good Dixieland style music to a country tune. Two different dance patterns are offered and both are
Rating: **-k
well timed.

TIED DOWN

MacGregor 2010
Key: B Flat
Range: High HD
Tempo: 130
Low LF
Caller: Jerry Helt
Music: Western 2/4 — Guitar, Piano, Accordion,
—

Saxophone, Trumpet, Bass, Drums
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — right and left
grand — do-sa-do — allemande — weave ring —
partner right — allemande — promenade. (Figure) Heads (sides) right and left thru — half
sashay — sides (heads) right and left thru —
heads star thru — circle half — dive thru — dosa-do — star thru—circle eight—swing corner —
promenade.
Comment: Well played music but tune could have
more drive. Key selection places this quite high
for most callers. Rating:11'z+

ROCKING SQUARE DANCE SHIP—Longhorn 160
Tempo: 134
Range: High HC
Key: E Flat
Low LE
Caller: Vern Smith
Music: Western 2/ 4 — Guitar, Trumpet, Vibes,
Piano, Bass, Drums, Banjo
Synopsis: (Break) Do-sa-do corner — see saw partner — circle left — allemande box the gnat —
ladies promenade inside — right hand round —
allemande — promenade. (Figure) Head (side)
ladies chain — half square thru — right and left
thru — swing thru — girls trade — boys trade —
box the gnat — pull by — swing corner — promenade.
Comment: Well played music. A very busy tune
and an action dance at fast tempo.
Rating: **

MY GAL COUNTRY STYLE

WW 1001 "INTRODUCTION
TO WAGON WHEEL"-L.P.
Instrumentals, songs and
parodies by the
WAGON WHEEL staff.
9500 W. 53rd AVENUE • ARVADA, COLORADO
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MacGregor 2012
Key: A Flat
Tempo: 128
Range: High HC
Caller: Charlie Guy
Low LC
Music: Western 2/4 — Accordion, Piano, Violin,
—

Trumpet, Banjo, Bass„ Drums
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — swing corner — allemande — allemande thar — slip the clutch —
allemande — right and left grand — swing —
promenade. (Figure) Heads lead right — circle
to line square thru three quarter-wheel and
deal — right and left thru — square thru three
quarter — allemande — do-sa-do — promenade

SETS in ORDER, MAY, '67

local Deem

c

m...•••••

PUBLICATIONS
40000

CATERING TO SQUARE DANCERS
* ARIZONA
RECORDLAND
4457 East Thomas Road, Phoenix

* GEORGIA
EDUCATIONAL AND DANCE RECORDS
P. O. Box 11776
Atlanta 30305

* CALIFORNIA
AMOS SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
624 W. Main, Alhambra
HILL RANCHO
15701 So. Crenshaw Blvd., Gardena
MODERN RADIO
1475 Haight Street, San Francisco
PHIL MARON'S FOLK SHOP
1531 Clay Street, Oakland 12
NANCY SEELEY'S RECORDS FOR DANCING
706-B Nimitz, China Lake

* ILLINOIS
ANDY'S RECORD CENTER
1614 N. Pulaski Road, Chicago 60639
DELUXE MUSIC SQUARE DANCE SHOP
4063 Milwaukee, Chicago 41

* INDIANA
PARKER STUDIO OF MUSIC
Hwy. 3 N. at Cree Lake, Kendallville

REDWOOD HOUSE OF MUSIC
700 Winslow St., Redwood City 94063

RITE NOTE MUSIC STORE
12418 S. Hawthorne Blvd., Hawthorne
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600 — 33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824

STEVENS CAMERA SUPPLIES
3600 So. Main St., Elkhart 46514

* KENTUCKY
PRESLAR'S WESTERN SHOP
3111 South 4th St., Louisville 40214

* CANADA
DANCE CRAFT
424 Brentwood, Burnaby, B.C.

* LOUISIANA

GERRY HAWLEY RECORDS
34 Norman Crescent, Saskatoon, Sask.

DANCE-RANCH
Carrollton Shopping Ctr., New Orleans

THE SQUARE DANCE POST
833 Stafford Dr., Lethbridge, Alberta

PIONEER SHOPPE— WESTERN WEAR
306 Camp St., New Orleans 70130

* COLORADO
S. D. RECORD ROUNDUP
8575 W. Colfax, Denver 15

* FLORIDA

* MASSACHUSETTS
PROMENADE SHOP
Square Acres, Rte. 106, East Bridgewater
SUE'S SPECIALTY SHOP
S. Main Street, Topsfield 01983

CROSS TRAIL SQUARE DANCE CENTER
4150 SW 70th Court, Miami 55
RECORD-RAC
1607 Peachtree Circle N., Jacksonville

More Dealers Follow

RECENT RELEASES ON SQUARE L
SL-119 BRUSH THOSE TEARS
Caller: Jon Jones

SL-120 LEMON TREE

corner.
Comment: Typical MacGregor music and an action
tune. Four different variations of the figure are
offered and the lyrics probably add interest.
Rating:**

Caller: Tommy Farris

SL-121 ALICE BLUE GOWN
Caller: Gaylon Shull

SL-122 THE WILLOW TREE
Caller: Melton Luttrell

SL-123 CITY LIGHTS
Caller: Dusty Randell
SL-124 CUTIE Caller: Dick Enderle
SL 125 I FOUND YOU OUT
Caller: Gaylon Shull
-

SQUARE L
RECORD CO.

8512 La Jolla Ct.
Ft. Worth, Texas 76116

Square & Round Dance
Record Catalog

FREE

• Buy Direct By Mail • 24 Hour Service

• 12,000

Records Always in Stock

• 58 Labels

• Books & Accessories

•

-A„.

Why Don't You Send For Your Copy Today!
12 Years Continued Service

MASTER RECORD SERVICE

WISH YOU WERE HERE — Kalox 1068*
Tempo: 121
Key: 3 Keys
Range: High HD
Caller: Singing Sam Mitchell
Low LB
Music: Western 2/4 Guitar, Vibes, Piano, Clarinet, Bass, Drums
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Another tune with a folk flavor. This
one changes keys three times but is easy to follow. Dance patterns are good.
Rating: ),^th+
LUMBERJACK — Swinging Squares 2335
Range: High HC
Key: C
Tempo: 130
Low LA
Caller: Cal Brazier
Music: Western 2/4 — Banjo, Trumpet, Drums,
Trombone, Accordion, Bass, Clarinet
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — allemande thar —
shoot star — allemande thar — shoot star — right
and left grand — do-sa-do— allemande—weave
— promenade. (Figure) Circle — allemande —
box the gnat — ladies promenade inside — box
the gnatW — men star left — do-sa-do — swing
corner — allemande — grand right and left —
promenade.
Comment: A bouncy tune and a well metered but
wordy dance to call. Lyrics have several interesting variations. Rating: *+

P.O. BOX 7281 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011
Name only 60c

JOHN
HANDS
BIG RIVFR USA

ANY

Name & Town

STATE

or Design 65c

SHAPE

Name & Town

$1.25

& Design 75c

EACH

We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any
Color
Black, White,

Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Yellow, Walnut, Birch.

Send Check, We Pay Postage

PAT'S PLASTICS
BOX 847

RIFLE, COLORADO 81650
"LET'S CREATE
'OLD TYME'

k

"Olde Tyme"
Stpittre

SQUARE DANCING"
97 pp

Over 80 Calls

$3.25 ppd.

Quadrilles, Contras, etc.

Beginner Material — proven dances
How to build a Lasting Square Dance Movement

Ralph Sweet ... Powder Mill Barn
32 S. Maple St., Hazardville, Conn. 06036
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YOU CAN'T STOP ME — Keeno 2340
Tempo: 122
Range: High HD
Key: 3 Keys
Low LA
Caller: Philip Bausch
Music: Western 2/ 4 — Guitar, Piano, Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — allemande — do-sa-

CURRENT BEST SELLERS
Fifty-one dealers of Square and Round
Dance records in key cities throughout the
United States and Canada were canvassed
to find out just what records were selling in
their individual areas. The following lists
were made up from the results of that survey as tabulated in mid-April.
SINGING CALLS
Big Sombrero
Wagon Wheel 304
El Paso
Hi-Hat 341
The Race Is On
Wagon Wheel 204
Winchester Cathedral
Long Horn 159
With three tieing for fifth place
Coney Island
Grenn 12089
Washboard Gal
Crystal Chandeliers
Hi-Hat 340
Miss Molly Brown
Kalox 1064
ROUND DANCES
Spaghetti Rag
Hi-Hat 831
Silver Dollar
Hi-Hat 833
Ballin The Jack
Grenn 14093
Mexicali Rose
Grenn 14088
Kentucky Waltz
Grenn 14092

SETS in ORDER, MAY, '67

Local Dealers

PUBLICATIONS
•••01

CATERING TO SQUARE DANCERS

* MICHIGAN
ARROWHEAD TRADING POST
433 N. Washington Avenue, Royal Oak
B Bar B WESTERN SUPPLY
315 Main Street, Rochester
CROSS TRAIL RECORD SERVICE
12130 Center Road, Bath 48808
SCOTT COLBURN SADDLERY
33305 Grand River, Farmington 48024

* MINNESOTA
LOUISE MUSIC SHOP
727 Grand Avenue, Saint Paul 55105

F & S WESTERN SHOP
1557 Western Avenue, Toledo 43609
SQUARE DANCE AND GIFT SHOP
28933 Euclid Ave., Wickliffe

* PENNSYLVANIA
RANCHLAND RECORD SHOP
R.D. 3, Mechanicsburg 17055
RAY WARD RECORD SERVICE
17 So. 1st St., Bradford 16701

* SOUTH DAKOTA
SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE
Route 2, Box 15, Rapid City

"AL" JOHNSON RECORDS
4148 10th Ave., S. Minneapolis 55407

* TEXAS
* MISSOURI
DO-SAL SHOPPE
1103 S. Crysler St., Independence 64052

* NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 Broad Street, Newark 07114

* NEW YORK
BERLINER MUSIC SHOP
154 4th Ave., New York 10003

* OREGON
GATEWAY RECORD SHOP
10013 N.E. Wasco Ave., Portland 97216

CEE VEE SQUARE DANCE SHOP
114 S. Western, Amarillo
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORD SHOP
8724 Tonawanda, Dallas 75217
JUDY'S RECORD SHOP
Rt. #2, Box 191 Z, Denison

* WASHINGTON
AQUA RECORD SHOP
12301/2 Westlake Ave. N., Seattle 98109
DECKER'S RECORDS
E. 3936 17th Ave., Spokane 99203

* WISCONSIN
MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY
3414 W. North Ave., Milwaukee

* OHIO
BELT & BUCKLE WESTERN SHOPPE
32380 Center Ridge Rd.,
No. Ridgeville 44039
DART WESTERN SHOP
4400 Portage St., N.W., N. Canton 44720

STORES handling square dance records are welcome to write Sets in Order for information
regarding a listing on these pages.

Additional Dealers on Previous Page

do — men star left — star promenade — back
out — circle eight — allemande — promenade.
(Figure) Ladies chain three quarter — heads
(sides) promenade half way — lead right —circle
to line — pass thru — bend the line — star thru
— swing — promenade.
Comment: Adequate music, a country tune, and a
danceable dance pattern.
Rating: '

OPEN UP YOUR HEART — MacGregor 2011*
Tempo: 127
Range: High HA
Key: C
Low LC
Caller: Tommy Stoye
Music: Western 2/4 — Accordion, Violin, Banjo,
Guitar, Piano, Bass, Drums
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A simple and easy to sing tune with a
voice range anyone should handle. Dance patRating: **+
terns are quite interesting.

COWBOY'S SWEETHEART — Blue Star 1802
Range: High HC
Key: B Flat
Tempo: 130
Low LC
Caller: Jerry Helt
Music: Western 2/ 4—Banjo, Piano, Organ, Drums,

Comment: A pleasant tune with acceptable music.
Currently standard dance patterns. Rating: *+

I WAS JUST WALKING OUT THE DOOR —
Blue Star 1801
Key: B Flat
Tempo: 127
Range: High HD
Caller: Marshall Flippo
Low LD
Music: Western 2/4 — Piano, Guitar, Accordion,
Bass, Drums
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — do-sa-do — circle —
allemande — do-sa-do — gents star left — do-sado — allemande — right and left grand promenade. (Figure) Heads (sides) cross trail—around
one — box the gnat — right and left thru — pass
thru — split two — around one — right hand star
— allemande — do-sa-do — corner star thru —
promenade.
Comment: A smooth, conventional dance routine.
Music is danceable and the call is a bit wordy.
Rating: **

Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — rollaway — circle

ALMOST PERSUADED — Blue Star 1800
Key: E
Tempo: 126
Range: High HA
Low LB
Caller: Larry Faught
Music: Western 2/4 — Guitar, Banjo, Piano, Violin,

left — rollaway — circle — allemande — right
and left grand — do-sa-do — promenade. (Figure) Heads (sides) promenade three quarter —
sides (heads) square thru three quarter — dosa-do — swing thru — ocean wave — box the
gnat — pull by — allemande — pass one — right
hand — roll promenade.

Bass, Drums
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — do-sa-do corner — seesaw partner — men star right— allemande —
weave — do-sa-do — swing — promenade. (Figure) Head (side) ladies chain right — heads
(sides) star thru — pass thru — right and left
thru — swing thru — girls trade — boys trade —

Bass

THIS 1S A DRESS DESIGNED FOR YOU
by

eat earifta
Thousands of happy dancers have bought
our styles at hundreds of stores located
Coast to Coast. Your favorite dealer probably has a selection of our dresses in stock.
If he doesn't, ask him to contact us. We'll
appreciate it and we think he will too.

of miami
• -(1)11•011• •

D

Style 019
2110 NORTHWEST MIAMI COURT • MIAMI, FLORIDA 33127
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NEWESTOUTSTANDING RELEASES
BLUE STAR

LORE

SWINGING SQUARES

1798 — Hawaiian Rhythm
Caller: Al Brownlee, Flip Inst.

1088 — What It Means To Be Lonesome
Caller: Allen Tipton, Flip Inst,

2330 — While I'm Gone
Caller: George Peterson, Flip Inst.

1799 — When My Blue Moon Turns
To Gold
Callers: Marshall Flippo and
Jim Brower, Flip Inst.

1089 — Ferris Wheel
Caller; Emanuel Duming,
Flip Inst.

2331 — Hang Your Heart On a Hickory
Limb
Caller: Bill Saunders, Flip Inst.

1800 — Almost Persuaded
Caller: Larry Faught, Flip Inst.

1090 — It's Like Having You Around
Caller: Johnny Creel, Flip Inst.

2332 — Take Me Back to Tulsa
Caller; Chuck McDonald, Flip
Inst.

1801 — I Was Just Walking Out
The Door
Caller: Marshall Flippo, Flip Inst.

1091 — Truckload Of Starving Kangaroos
Caller: Johnny Creel, Flip Inst.

1802 — Cowboy's Sweetheart
Caller: Jerry Helt, Flip Inst.
1803 — Loggin` (Key of G, Hoedown)
Susie (Key of A, Hoedown)
1804 — Let's Go Slow Poke (Round)
By Bunney & Nello Bondi
Wish Me A Rainbow (Round)
By Jimmy, Vivian Holeman
1805 — Love Makes The World Go
Around
Caller: Andy Andrus, Flip Inst.
1806 — Lockwood (Key of C, Hoedown)
Tomball (Key of A, Hoedown)

KEENO
2310 — Round Robin
Caller: Harold Bausch, Flip Inst.
2320 — Omaha/Blue of the Night
Rounds by Lloyd & Maizie Poole
2330 — Set Me Free
Caller: Harold Bausch, Flip Inst.

1092 — Louisiana Saturday Night
Caller: Johnny Creel, Flip Inst.
1093 — Count Me Out
Caller: Emanuel Duming, Flip
Inst.

2333 — Hello Mary Lou
Caller: George Peterson,
Flip Inst.
2334 — All I Do Is Dream Of You
Caller: Johnny Reagan, Flip Inst.
2335 — Lumberjack
Caller: Carl Brazier, Flip Inst.

ROCKIN' "A"
BLACK MT.

1329 — Square Dance Honeymoon
Caller: Bill Wilson, Flip Inst.
1330 — I Overlooked An Orchid
Caller: J. P. Jett, Flip Inst.
1331 — Further and Further
Caller: Paul Childers, Flip Inst.

1332 — Most Of All
Caller: J. P. Jett, Flip Inst.
1333 — Darling Dixie Lee
Caller: Bill Wilson, Flip Inst.

001 — After Party Record
LP 10000 — Hash'n' It Up With
Les Gotcher
217 — Tennessee Gal
Caller: Selmer Hovland
218 — John Henry
Caller: Frank Lane

1334 — Bayou Baby
Caller: Bill Wilson, Flip Inst.

SQUARE-N-ROUND

2340 — You Can't Stop Me
Caller: Phillip Bausch, Flip Inst.

BOGAN

556 — Load The Boat/Gimmicks
Caller: Les Gotcher

1200 — I'm Going Back
Caller: Cal Lambert, Flip Inst.

557 — Cross-Cross Swing/Slide It Man
Caller: Les Gotcher

116 — Flowers On The Wall
Caller: Mike Hayes, Flip Inst.

1201 — For You and Me The Sun Will
Shine
Caller: Ham Wolfraim, Flip Inst.

558 — Slide The Wave/Dixie Daisy
Caller: Les Gotcher

117 — True Love's A Blessing
Caller: Hubert Brasseaux, Flip
Inst.

1202 — Wish You Were Here
Caller: Cal Lambert, Flip Inst.

559 — Rotary Tea Cup Chain/
Hash'n It Up
Caller: Les Gotcher

118 — One Has My Heart
Caller: Billy Brooks, Flip Inst.

1203 — Tag-A-Long
Caller: Cal Lambert, Flip Inst.

560 — Dixie Turn Thru/This And That
Caller: Les Gotcher

MUSTANG

We carry all square and round dance labels — Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 323 W. 14th St., Houston, Tex. 77008

Phone UN 27077

turn thru — allemande — promenade.
Comment: Adequate music and a country tune.
Contemporary dance patterns.
Rating: *.-h

LOOKIN' FOR LOVE — Top 25141
Key :C
Tempo: 124
Range: High HC
Caller: George Peterson Low LC
Music: Standard 2/ 4 — Clarinet, Piano, Drums,
Bass, Trumpet
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — turn right hand —
ladies promenade inside — do-sa-do — allemande — weave — do-sa-do — allemande —
promenade. (Figure) Ladies chain three quarter
- heads (sides) star thru — pass thru
do-sa-do
— swing thru — girls trade — turn thru -- swing
corner — promenade.
Comment: Interesting music with a rocking shuffle
beat. Contemporary dance patterns, good timing and lyrics. Rating: **

LOUISIANA SATURDAY NIGHT — Lore 1092
Key: F
Tempo: 127
Range: High HC
Caller: Johnny Green Low LC
Music: Western 2/4 — Guitar, Violin, Drums, Bass,
Piano, Banjo
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — allemande — swing —
ladies promenade — star thru — promenade —
heads wheel — right and left thru -- cross trail
— allemande — promenade — swing. (Figure)
Head gents take corner up and back — square
thru — split two to a line — up and back — bend
line — square thru three quarter — round off —
allemande — do-sa-do — corner swing — promenade — swing.
Comment: A country tune played in typical country style. Contemporary and interesting dance
patterns. Rating: **

ROUND DANCES
ROAD RUNNER TWO-STEP — Hi Hat 836
Music: (Dick Cary) Clarinet, Trumpet, Trombone,
Banjo, Vibes, Bass, Drums, Piano
Choreographers: Clark and Maxine Smith
Comment: Excellent Dixieland music at a smooth
danceable pace and a very easy fun two-step
routine.

MY GAL SAL — Flip side to the above
Music: (Dick Cary) — Clarinet, Trumpet, Bass, Ban-

jo, Piano, Trombone, Drums
Choreographers: Archie and Nora Murrell
Comment: Dixieland music. A standard tune and
a fun routine for experienced dancers.
••••••■
••=1■

HOEDOWNS
LOGGIN' — Blue Star 1803
Key: G
Tempo: 126
Music: The Texans — Violin, Guitar, Bass, Drums
SUSIE
Flip side to above
Key: A
Tempo: 128
Music: The Texans — Violin, Guitar, Bass, Drums
Comment: Traditional style hoedowns with a dominant fiddle and good rhythm,

Rating: **

(Continued from page 5)

May 20—Soellingen Swingers Centenary
S/Dance, RCAF Base, Baden-Soellingen,
Germany
M ay 20-8th Tulip Time Festival S/Dance
West Ottawa. H.S. Gym, Holland, Mich.
May 20-4th Ann. Markwesterners Rose Fest.
SID, Vet. Mem. Bldg., Santa Rosa, Calif.
May 20—California Singles State-Wide Dance
Kern Co. Fairgrounds, Bakersfield, Calif.
May 20-21—Spring Festival Dance
LeHigh Acres, Florida
May 21—DLDV Annual Spring Festival
Clementon Lake Park, Clementon, N.J.
May 21—Teenage Assn. Spring Dance
McDonalds Barn, North Hollywood, Calif.
May 26-27-16th Ann. Cowtown Hoedown
Woodland Park School, Sheridan, Wyo.
May 26-28-5th Ann. Deer Valley Dance Festival, Deer Valley Camp, Pittsburgh YMCA,
nr. Meyer5.;dale, Pa.
May 27-1st Ann.. S/D Festival
East Hill Elem. School, Canajoharie, N.Y.
May 27—Guest Caller Dance
Hayloft, Asbury Park, NJ,
May 27-5th Ann. Texas State Fed. Festival
Memorial. Audit. Dallas, Texas

ti

RIP TIDE SWING
18th ANNUAL WASHINGTON SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
June 23 TACOMA, WASHINGTON June 24
Saturday evening featuring

BOB VAN ANTWERP and JOHNNY BARBOUR
Friday evening—Top State Callers
Pageant, Clinics, Workshops, Exhibition dancing
After-Parties
UPS FIELD HOUSE and WILSON HIGH SCHOOL
Information: Don Hulin, 8504-59 SW, Tacoma, 98499
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Let Your Square Dance Clothier Help You

Dress for tha Dance
AMOS SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
624 West Main, Alhambra, California
F & S WESTERN SHOP
AQUA BARN WESTERN SHOP
12301/2 Westlake Ave., No., Seattle, Wash. 89109
BAR G SADDLERY
1066 E. Michigan Ave., Ypsilanti, Mich. 48197
BAR S SHOP
4318 Naomi Dr., Louisville, Ky. 40219
BILL & VALS CARRIAGE HOUSE
140 E. Butler Ave., Chalfont, Bucks County, Penn.
CHUCK'S WESTERN & SQUARE DANCE CENTRE
661 Main St., Peneticton, B.C., Canada
CIRCLE EIGHT WESTERN WEAR
12339 S. Hawthorne Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif. 90250
CIRCLE W-J TRADING POST
151 W. Elkhorn Ave., Estes Park, Colorado
CHEZ BEA SQUARE DANCE CREATIONS
650 N.E. 128th St., North Miami, Fla. 33161
CORRAL SHOP
521 W. Pender, Vancouver, B.C., Canada

COUNT'S WESTERN STORE
4903 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C.
DANCE CRAFT
424 Brentwood, Burnaby, B.C., Canada
DOUBLE 0 RANCHWEAR
1460 National, Memphis, Tenn. 38122
DOUBLE SQUARE 'N WESTERN WEAR
303 Jordan Lane, N.W., Huntsville, Alabama 35805
DART WESTERN SHOP
4400 Portage St., N.W., North Canton, Ohio 44720
ED & MAREA'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
317 Peninsula Drive, Erie, Pa.

1553 Western Ave., Toledo 9, Ohio
GILBERT'S MEXICAN SHOP
15 East Market Street, Akron, Ohio 44308
HI-D-HO WESTERN SHOP
257 Read St., So. Attleboro, Mass. 02774

HILL RANCHO
15701 So. Crenshaw, Gardena, Calif.
HOOS-YER SQUARE WESTERN SHOP
2101 Kossuth St., Lafayette, Ind. 47905

KAY WILSON
5022 Nokomis Ave., Minneapolis 17, Minn.
KEITH CLOTHING
301 19th St—Ensley, Birmingham 8, Alabama
McCULLOCH COSTUME & DANCE OUTFITTERS
1195 Dundas St., London, Ontario, Canada
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento, Calif. 95824
SQUARE TOGS
11757 Hwy. 42, Sharonville, Ohio
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
75 So. Palm Ave., Sarasota, Florida 33577

THE DANCERS CORNER
2228 Wealthy SE, Grand Rapids, Mich.

THE WIGWAM
307 High St., Seaford, Delaware
VIVIAN PORTER'S WESTERNWEAR
1320 E. Highland Ave., San Bernardino, Calif.
WESTERN TACK 'N' TOGS
411 West Carpenter Freeway, Irving, Texas 75060
WICHITA WESTERN STORE
1018-W. 31st South, Wichita, Kan. 67217

MAGAZINE
MAY BE PURCHASED
AT THESE STORES
STORES handling square dance clothing are welcome to write
Sets in Order for information regarding a listing on this page.

NEWCOMB
TR-1640M-E2

TR-1625

40 Watt Amplifier

25 Watt Amplifier

Callers' net $220.00

Callers' net $139.50

List Price $329.75

List Price $209.00

Prepaid anywhere in U.S if check in full accompanies order
PENNA. ADD 5% SALES TAX

RECORDS
We sell all round and
square dance record
labels postpaid.

HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER

May 27-28—Rocking Squares Annual Flower
Festival Dance, Lompoc H.S., Lompoc, Calif.
May 27-28—N.W. Mich. Council SAD Festival
H.S. Gym, Traverse City, Mich.
June 1-3-8th Intern. S/ & R/13 Convention
Marlborough Hotel, Winnipeg, Man., Can.
June 1-3—Apple Blossom S/D jamboree
Kentville, Nova Scotia, Canada
June 2-3,3rd Ann. Western Canada S/D Jamboree, Muni. Ice Rink, Burnaby, B.C., Can.
June 3—Guest Caller Dance
Hayloft, Asbury Park, N.J.

RD #2, MONTOURSVILLE, PA. 17754
Phone (717) 435-5811

June 8-10-6th Toronto International S/D
Conven., Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.,
Canada
June 9—Pioneer Rounds Guest Caller Dance
Hayloft, Asbury Park, N.J.
June 9—Colo. State S/D Assn. Festival
C,rand junction, Colo.
June 10—Dudes 'n' Dolls Annual Festival
Recreation Center, Fayetteville, Ark.
June 12-July 8—Month o' Dancing
Throughout Saskatchewan Canada
,

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR RECORD DEALERS
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn

big profits selling square and round dance records in your area.
The specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in
business if you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance
labels and books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are
already a dealer in square dance accessories and clothing, here's
your chance to add to your volume profitably. Contact distributor
nearest you for complete details. No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
ARIZONA
OLD TIMER DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. Box 7281, Phoenix
CALIFORNIA
CORSAIR-CONTINENTAL CORP.
5528 N, Rosemead Blvd., Temple City
CANADA
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE SUPPLY
424 Brentwood, Burnaby, B.C.
CANADIAN MUSIC SALES
58 Advance Road, Toronto, Ont.

GEORGIA
RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
2581 Piedmont Road N.E., Atlanta 30324
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MICHIGAN

OHIO

SCOTT COLBURN SADDLERY
33305 Grand River, Farmington 48024

TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 16, Bath

MISSOURI

TEXAS

WEBSTER RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
124 W. Lockwood, St. Louis 19

MERRBACH RECORD SALES
323 West 14th Street, Houston

NEBRASKA

UTAH
VERN YATES DISTRIBUTORS
436 E. 4th South, Salt Lake City

SQUARE DANCE DISTRIBUTORS
204 Lyric Bldg., Omaha 68102

NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
1161 Broad St., Newark 07114

WASHINGTON
WESTERN DANCE DISTRIBUTORS
12301/2 Westlake Avenue N., Seattle 9
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GEMS FROM THE AREA PUBLICATIONS
John Hutchinson in Parkland Zone Newsletter
Canada
We are coming to that time when we start
to absorb our learner classes into our regular
clubs. This is a real challenge to every "old
hand." I think that we should keep in mind
that for these new dancers, the thought of that
first club dance brings that "butterfly" feeling.
This is the time when the experienced dancers
can either make or break things for the new
members. A friendly greeting, a smile and sim-

ple words of assurance will do a lot to make
our new friends feel genuinely welcome. Let us
resolve to do our best to let these people know
that we really do appreciate them and the
time they have taken to learn . . .

* * *
NOT MAY — MARCH!
In the April issue a dance given by the Osage
Squares of Wichita, Kans. was listed for MAY 18
but the dance took place MARCH 18. So don't
anybody go expecting one!

dk GRENN

N

NEWEST
ROUNDS
NEWEST
SQUARE

GR 14097

"FOXIE" (two-step) by Ruth and Frank Lanning
"SWEET GA. BROWN" (2-step) by Noyelles Burkhart

GR 14098

"ALLEGHENY WALTZ" by Bill and Irene Hart
"TOO MUCH LOVE" (2-step) by Lou & Mary Lucius

GR 12092

"HAPPY TRACKS" flip by Johnny Davis

RECENT SQUARES

RECENT ROUNDS
14096
14095
14094
14093

Sally/Red Cat
Mardi Gras Waltz/
Yellow Bird Two Step
If I Had My Way/Sweet And Hot
Dixie Quickstep Waltz/
Ballin' The Jack

12091
12090
12089
12088

Square Dance Blues—Johnston
Everybody Loves Somebody —
Schneider
Coney Island Washboard Gal
Johnston
Winchester Cathedral — Johnston
—

TOP
NEWEST
FLIP
SQUARE,

TOP 25146 "OLD PINE TREE" by Ralph Sweet
Dance your way to the National to this old favorite:
TOP 25125 "PHILADELPHIA STYLE" flip by Buck Fish

RECENT SQUARES
25145 Red Wing — Bauer
25144 Row Row Row — Keys
25143 Nobody Baldwin
25142 Kwaliga — Bohn
—
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25141 Lookin' For Love — Peterson
25140 Ace In The Hole — Kinnane
25139 Travel On — Keys
25138 Country Style — Hendrickson
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Ivira

RECORDS

%

NEWEST RELEASES
#ST-105
#ST-106

Tonite We're Going To Do The
Town—Caller: Jack Livingstone
Jack Knife

Caller: Bob Dubree
JACK LIVINGSTON
BOB DUBREE
Music by Fontana Ramblers
3435 Magnolia, Knoxville, Tenn. FOR TOURS, OPEN DATES & RATES 5112 W. 12th St., Speedway, Ind.
1 (317) 244-0492
1 (615) 523-5871
Write or call Bob or Jack

GEMS FROM THE AREA PUBLICATIONS

Jim and Lois Coy in Promenade Magazine —
Ohio
Words of Round Dance Advice:
Do: Keep your mind on the dance
Take small, light, gliding steps
Keep your head up, eyes level
Look at your partner occasionally
Dance tall and poised
Do Not: Talk (if it interferes with your
dancing)
Over-stride or bounce

Watch your feet
Avoid your partner's eyes, but don't be
a "starer"
Sag, slump or slouch
OVERHEARD

A caller-instructor speaks to members of new
class at the end of the first session:
TEACHER : One of the things we want you
to do is just forget your troubles when you
come here to dance.
MEMBER: Troubles? I didn't have any
troubles 'til I got here.

SQUARE DANCING AT ITS BEST
wearing a

,
•

A
•
•

Desert Flower
Original
3118 CENTRAL S. E.
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO 87106

Write for our free brochure
Include your Zip Code with your address

Exquisite dresses, blouses,
skirts, petticoats, pantaloons,
ponchos, coats

Our prices from $ 14.95 up

WORN BY BETTER SQUARE DANCERS COAST TO COAST
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You

CAN
HAVE
YOUR
DREAM
SOUND.
SYSTEM

OVER

.7n

U COMBINATIONS OF

NEVVCOMB
PLAYERS & LOUDSPEAKERS
ARE AVAILABLE AT

ALLERS' SUPPLY

NE EXACTLY RIGHT
FOR YOU!
MONITORS
A perfect
matching unit
for any
Newcomb
P.A. set.
Model M9
(9" speaker)

One of
the most
popular
models
in the
Newcomb
line

Ask about
our time
payment plan.
Write for
Brochure.

$69.50
Model M12
(12" speaker)

$79.50

NEWCOMB TR 1640 M HF2
Forty watts of power. Magnetic
phono cartridge, heavy duty (high
fidelity) speakers in handy split
back cases.
$244.00 FOB Los Angeles
FAST DELIVERY
One of the largest stocks of
Newcomb P.A. equipment in the
country plus close proximity to the
factory insures quick delivery.

CLOSED
BACK
SPEAKERS
Available in
both folded
horn and
ducted port
models.

COLUMN
SPEAKERS
Engineered
for the
caller who
wants top
performance.
CS48,

$69.50
SCS412,

Callers' Supply Company
P 0. BOX 48547, LOS ANGELES 48, CALIFORNIA

$139.50

li

Ed Gilmore this month
as recipient of the Silver Spur Award, we
feel it's appropriate to re-issue an Experimental
Lab segment first run in April 1961. We have
had many requests for this material, and reprinting it at this time should prove helpful to
many of our newer callers.
Ed developed this unusual collection of calls,
designed to move dancers from one square to
another, across the hall, and eventually back to
their starting spot while utilizing normal basic
material. The technique depends on the dancers following the calls regardless of how
strange the situation may seem at the moment.
These intermingling squares or progressive
squares as Ed calls them incorporate a few
simple but important ground rules. First of all,
the squares should be lined up evenly across
and down the hall. The minimum number to
experiment with successfully would be four
squares; however the greatest sense of satisfaction comes from nine (three across by three
down) or more. The spacing between squares
should be sufficient for the adjacent couples in
two squares to be able to swing or courtesy
turn comfortably and without a collision.
ECAUSE WE FEATURE

There will be times when a couple will find
themselves unable to follow the next call because they have moved away from the dancing
area and face only a wall. Whenever this happens the couple should change direction either
by means of a Frontier Whirl (California
Twirl) or by a courtesy turn and remain facing
in until the calls direct another couple or
couples to them.
Combinations of these series are possible.
The greater the caller's imagination the more
opportunities there will be to move the dancers
all over the hall and return them safely to their
starting spot.
Try it yourself and see what a satisfying reaction you can get from the dancers. Like any
other "gimmick" the progressive squares can
remain popular as long as they are not overworked.
Here's a simple one to start with. Try it first
for the heads and then for the sides.
#1 THE FOURSOME
*One and three bow and swing
Lead out to the right of the swing
Now circle four you're doing fine
Head men break and you form two lines
Go forward eight and back with you
Forward again and pass through
Move straight ahead go right and left thru
Here's the place where all of those facing the
walls will do a Frontier Whirl, face in, and wait.
Turn your girl and face those two
Forward up and back with you
Forward again and pass thru
Move straight ahead and cross trail thru
Find your corner, left allemande

Here's another one that isn't difficult. First
it might be good to rotate the squares a bit so
the same dancers won't be inactive too much of
the time. An important tip for the dancers is
the reminder that in any portion of a square
thru a dancer must pull past the last person
and, without turning, be ready for the next
command.

Here are nine squares lined up evenly
across and down the hall prepared for
any progressive squares described.
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#2 EXPANDED FOURSOME
(Note: Call from * to
as given in the Foursome, then continue)
Go forward up and back away
Frontier whirl then walk away

SETS in ORDER, MAY, '67

Swing the girl that's meeting you
Put her on the right and face those two
Here, instead of calling these last two lines
you may use the call Star Thru and accomplish
the same results.
Forward up and back with you
Half square thru to the next old two
Go right and left thru and turn around
Then square thru three-quarters round
Three hands then on you go
Now cross trail to the rhythm of the band
There's your corner, left allemande

If you've been successful thus far then try a
singing call. In this one the ladies will land in
three different sets before finally returning to
home and original partners. Use either the Balance or Sets in Order record for Kansas City
My Home Town using the regular introduction,
break and ending that you'll find on the instruction sheet with the record.
#3 PROGRESSIVE KANSAS CITY
Heads to the right, you circle to a line
Go forward eight and back with you
Pass thru move on, go right and left thru
Chain those little girls now face the same old two
Pass thru move on, then cross trail thru
Allemande your corner and you come back home
You promenade to Kansas City
'Cause it's your home town
Repeat for sides, intro, heads, sides, intro.

Now things are going to get a bit more exciting but if you got this far no use in stopping
now. Just remember the rules pertaining to
each of the basics used and with patience,

caller and dancers should come through in fine
shape.
#4 THE TWOSOME
One and three go right and left thru
Turn right back and half square thru
To the outside two and pass thru
Frontier whirl and face those two
Pass thru then a right and left thru
Turn your girl and square thru
Three-quarters round with you
Go on to the next and pass through
Frontier whirl and face those two
Pass thru then a right and left thru
Turn your girl then face those two
Square thru that's what you do
Three hands go by and then
Allemande left with your left hand
#5 THE EXPLODING SQUARE
Go forward eight and back away
Frontier whirl then walk away
Swing the girl that's facing you
Put her on the right and face those two
Or, Star Thru
Pass thru and on you go
Four ladies chain and don't be slow
Chain them right on back again
Turn this gal around and then
Forward eight and back away
Frontier whirl and walk away
Swing the girl that's facing you
Put her on the right and face those two
Square thru three-quarters then
Dance straight ahead you're home again
Allemande left, etc.
Next Month
11t1 -a -L

vvelit.11

tlot
- ari exciting new variation on

LLIlle

Grand Square in the Experimental Lab next
month—Editor.

at Historic WEST POINT, N.Y. overlooking the HUDSON RIVER

FUNSTITUTE
Al Brundage
Art Harris
John Hendron
Dot 'n Date Foster
Mail to:
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AL IMUNIDACE

Al Brundage
Curley Custer
Jack Jackson
PaulandLaura Merola

83 MICHAEL ROAD STAMFORD, CONN. 06903
••=m,
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THE CAROUSELS
"WEAR THE GREEN"
are often inspired to enter
floats in parades during local civic celebrations and, if well done, the enterprise contributes not only to good publicity for the
square dance hobby but adds nicely to a community project.
The Carousel Square Dance Club of Ashland, Ky., was one of those inspired groups
and entered a float in their town's annual St.
Patrick's Day Parade on March 12, 1966. More
than 78 units were entered and some 10,000
people were on hand to watch.
Mary Margaret Kazee, a member of the
Carousels, reports that their float was very
colorful in white, black and of course, green.
White paper napkins and crepe paper were
used to create a sort of "garden party" effect
topped by a revolving carousel. On the back
of the float the legend read, "Square Dancing
is Fun."
OQUARE DANCERS

• „d

tiwilitto&
Here on the float are the Carousels
all in their finest greenery.

The club was represented by two squares
of members who rode and danced on the float
bed to the calling of Sunny Bess. Their gay
attire carried out the float's colors.
The dancers had a lot of fun preparing the
float, enjoyed the participation and were most
gratified, moreover, to walk off with a beautiful trophy for having the most outstanding
float in the parade. They were interviewed on
radio and had television and newspaper publicity which they are convinced has helped to
promote square dancing in their area.

0,40edire ":1,04111%4119:00 Zeigr."1" ailFAIIF4P.0041%. dete►arrIIIPSOP

CHECKERBOARD SQUARES

DANCE CLUB NAME SLOT BADGES
Made of light weight, clear plastic, with pictures of
dancers or club symbols in colors.
This badge can be supplied to a member immediately

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
.........

..........

•

....... -1

JEANETTE
ANDERS()

simply by typing, printing or writing his name on the
blank slot insert card and slipping it into the patented
dm NEW
larger slot
1r— for
wearer's

slat'

All fitted with jeweler's safety
clasp pins.

name.

0414114414410/141041414011140000001/44414/ 11/4144110

ENGRAVED BADGES FOR PERSONAL OR CLUB USE
Engraved badges have white letters on black
or colored plastic.
Badges for officers, callers, callers' wives, etc., plus a large selection of
comical "GOOFIES"
(All bodges illustrated in reduced size.)

Write us for full details and prices.

• WESTERN PLASTIC PRODUCTS •
1703 MAGNOLIA AVE., LONG BEACH, CALIF. 90813

RICHARD
MILLER
LOWELL, MASS.

Name and
Town or Club
85c ea.
Name only
80c ea.

•••■
•■■
•■
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FLIP INSTRUMENTAL
#2013 "WHERE IS
THE CIRCUS"
Called by FRANK LESPERANCE

NEW HOEDOWNS
#2014-A "STEP 'N' FETCH IT"
-B "BANJO SAM"
Supervised by TOMMY STOYE

LAST MONTH
#2011 "OPEN UP YOUR HEART"
Called by Tommy Stoye
#2012 "MY GAL COUNTRY STYLE"
Called by Charlie Guy

MIME BESTSELLERS
#1066 "I'VE GOT A TIGER BY THE TAIL"
#1076 "TICK A TACK"
#1091 "DOMINIQUE"
FRANK MESSINA
now recording exclusively for MacGregor Records
ATTENTION: ROUND DANCE CHOREOGRAPHERS
MacGregor Records is interested in your creations and invites you
to submit your dances for consideration

MacGREGOR RECORDS, 729 So. Western Ave., Los Angeles, Ca

May my tongue drop out the next time I call —"men run."
20th ANNUAL

Raciev Nocateetia
feta,te Daace
at the LIGHTED LANTERN
VAUGHN
PARRISH

Arti:
JOHNNY
LeCLAIR

atop Lookout Mountain in Cool Colorado

JULY 16 — AUGUST 12, 1967
Four Separate Weeks of Fun and Dance Workshops

RAYMOND
SMITH

SMITHWICKS

Staff: Raymond Smith, Johnny LeClair, Vaughn Parrish, Gaylon Shull, Sal Fanara, Beryl Main, Tex Brownlee,
Johnny Hozdulick, Jerry Haag, Francis Zeller, Bettye & Charles Proctor, Helen & Bob Smithwick,
Edna and Gene Arnfield, Pete & Don Hickman, Fred & Mary Enholm
Only $63.00 per person for a full week

For further information write Paul J. Kermiet, Rt. 3, Golden, Colorado

